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May 12, 1995 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for 
individual graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the 




Friday, May 12, 1995 
Littlejohn Coliseum 2:30 p.m. 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation) 
Invocation 
John L. McMurray Ill , Student Representative 
La Chanda M. Reeves, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President Philip H. Prince 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
Provost J. Charles Jennett 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Provost J. Charles Jennett 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President Philip H. Prince 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Norris Medal 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. C. C. Fain, University Marshal 
HONORARY DEGREE 
PHILIP HUNTER PRINCE 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES 
Few names have been more closely associated with the history of Clemson Uni-
versity than that of Philip Prince. 
His presidency for the past year caps a lifetime of service to Clemson, highlighted 
by leadership positions as life trustee, Campaign for Clemson Chairman, Clemson 
University Foundation President, and others. 
He became president during a critical time in our history, with the University in 
the early stages of major restructuring, facing declining budgets and seeking a perma-
nent president. In accepting, he set two condit ions: that he forfeit his seat as a life 
trustee to avoid any conflict of interest and that he donate his salary to the Clemson 
University Foundation. 
President Prince has provided outstanding leadership to the University, including 
completing academic and administrative restructuring so that fewer resources are 
devoted to administration and more to teaching and student needs. He has improved 
communications with faculty and staff and has been a strong advocate for Clemson 
and for all of higher education in South Carolina. 
Mr. Prince served as chairman of the South Carolina Council of Presidents, and 
through editorials, appearances before legislative committees, television programs and 
speaking engagements throughout the state, sounded a consistent call for increased 
funding for higher education. 
A 1949 Clemson graduate, Phil Prince believes that a university's diploma carries 
with it the responsibility and commitment to give back something for the education 
received. His own service to Clemson reflects his conviction in this philosophy. 
He was recognized in 1989 for his corporate management expertise by his elec-
tion as a Clemson life trustee. Last summer, he came "out of retirement" to accept 
the challenge of leading the University as acting president while a president was selec-
ted. On September 30, 1994 the Board removed the "acting" and named him the twelfth 
president of Clemson. 
A scholarship athlete and four-year football letterman, Mr. Prince was co-cap-
tain of the undefeated and untied 1948 Clemson Tiger football team which defeated the 
University of Missouri 24-23 in the 1949 Gator Bowl. In the 1948 Big Thursday game 
with South Carolina, he blocked a fourth-quarter punt which produced the winning 
touchdown for Clemson . The Tigers won 13-7. 
Since their marriage in 1950, his helpmate and strongest support has been Celeste 
Orr Prince of Rock Hill. He and Celeste have established a life scholarship for Clem-
son athletics. They also created the Celeste and Philip Prince Presidential Scholarship 
Endowment that will provide ten full scholarships for outstanding young people to 
attend Clemson. 
Clemson has honored him many times for his distinguished service and countless 
contributions to Clemson and the people of South Carolina. These include the Alumni 
Distinguished Service Award (1983); President's Award (1987); Clemson Medallion, the 
University's highest public honor (1989) ; and the Institutional Advancement Award 
(1992). 
It is a most significant occasion when Clemson University recognizes and honors 
one of its own with the presentation of an honorary doctorate for meritorious contribu-
tions to the institution. We hold Phil Prince and his achievements in the highest es-
teem, and it is a distinct privilege to honor him with the presentation of the Doctor of 
Humanities. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Billy L. Amick, Chairman------------------------------------Batesburg 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr., Vice Chairman------------Columbia 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. -------------------------------------------Gree nvi I le 
J. J. Britton ----------------------------------------------------------Sumter 
W. G. Deschamps, Jr. --------------------------------------Bishopville 
Harold D. Kingsmore ----------------------------------------------Aiken 
Lou is B. Lynn ---------------------------------------------------Co I um bi a 
Patricia H. McAbee------------------------------------------McCorm ick 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. ---------------------------------------Columbia 
Buck Micke I ----------------------------------------------------Gree nvi I le 
Joseph D. Swann --------------------------------------------Gree nvi lie 
Allen P. Wood ---------------------------------------------------Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. --------------------------------------Charleston 
William N. Geiger, Jr. -----------------------------------------Co I um bia 
Pau I W. McAli ste r------------------------------------------------Lau re ns 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. --------------------------------------Charleston 
James C. Se lf------------------------------------------------G ree nwood 
D. Leslie Tindal -----------------------------------------------Pinewood 
James M. Wad de II, Jr. ----------------------------------------Co I um bi a 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Phi lip H. Prince--------------------------- President 
J. Charles Jennett-----------------------Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Manning N. Lomax----------------------Vice President for 
Administration and 
Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees 
G. Jay Gogue ----------------------------- Vice President for 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources and Vice 
President for Research 
David R. Larson--------------------------Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
Gary A. Ransdell-------------------------Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement 
Almeda Jacks-----------------------------Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
Coat of Arms 
Designed by Clemson University graphic artist, Connie Floyd, 
the coat of arms represents the historic three-fold mission of this 
institution: teaching, research and service. 
Pictured on the cover, the coat of arms is divided into three parts. 
The bottom contains a series of open books representing the 
concept of teaching as the basis of the land-grant university. The 
white of the books and the purple of the background designate the 
teaching mission of the University as it is achieved through 
undergraduate and graduate instruction. 
The upper portion of the shield contains two sets of calipers and 
wheat sheaves illustrating the measurement system for research, 
as well as Clemson's tradition in agriculture and Extension. The 
three symbols - the books, calipers and wheat sheaves - also 
represent the humanities, technology and science. 
The entire shield is joined by a small orange center shield 
bearing a white tiger mask symbolizing the abiding spirit of 
Clemson. 
The crest is a gold palmetto tree, which emphasizes Thomas 
Green Clemson's desire that Clemson become "the people's 
university" for South Carolinians. It rises from a band of purple, 
orange, white and gold. The outer pair of colors, purple and gold, 
are the official colors of the University; the inner pair, orange and 
white, are Clemson's student colors. 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
A. WAYNE BENNETT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Agronomy 
Sambasiva Rao Mylavarapu ___________ ____ _____ _____ _ Hyderabad, India 
B.Sc., Pradesh Agricultural University; M.Sc .• Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agriculture 
Dissertation: Variabillty of Water Solute Flow in Disturbed and Undisturbed Soil Blocks 
Advisor: Dr. V. L. Quisenberry 
Gregory Scott Stapleton Christiana, PA 
B.S., Delaware Valley College of Science and Agriculture; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Corn Canopy Manipulation By Seed Placement and Light Interception Effects in Weed-Free and Weed-
Infested Environments 
Advisor: Dr. E. C. Murdock 
Applied Economics 
Roger Clifton Bradley __________________ _____________ _ Seneca, SC 
B.S., M.Ed, Bob Jones University 
Dissertation: A Fiscal Theory of Hyperinflation 
Advisor: Dr. W. R. Dougan 
Damber Kumar Gurung, ___________________________ Barbote-llam, Nepal 
B.S., Govind Ballabh Pant University of Agriculture ; M.S., University of California-Davis 
Dissertation: Analysis of Risk Premium and Bias in Commodity Futures Markets 
Advisor: Dr. K. H. Kahl 
Entomology 
Douglas Scot Bidlack ________________________________ Mittord, Ml 
B.S., Michigan Technological University; M.S., University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
Dissertation: The lnstars and Filter Feeding Efficiency of Simulium pictipes Hagen (Diptera: Simuliidae) 
Advisor: Dr. R. Noblet 
Food Technology 
Jang-Woo Park Clemson. SC 
B.S., M.S., Korea University 
Dissertation: Development and Property Enhancement of Bi-Layer Edible Films Produced from Corn Zein and 
Methylcellulose 
Advisor: Dr. R. F. Testin 
May-June Tsou Hsinchu, Taiwan 
B.S., Tunghai University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Packaging Film and Rinse Solution Effects on Shett-Ltte Characteristics of Vacuum-Packaged Chicken 
Advisor: Dr. J. C. Acton 
Plant Pathology 
Gary Richard Kinard Ridge Spring, SC 
B.S., Presbyterian College ; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertalion: Development and Application of Nucleic Acid Based Delection Systems for Chlorotic Leafspol and Stem 
Grooving Viruses of Apple 
Advisor: Dr. S. W. Scott 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Industrial Management 
Zhuoqun Zhou _ _________________ _ _ _______ ______ Clemson, SC 
B.S., Shanghai Jiaotong University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Tactically Delayed Scheduling in Single Machine and Resource Constrained Job Shops 
Advisors: Dr. J. J. Kanet 
Dr. V. Sridharan 
Management Science 
Paul Lawrence Stephenson Ill _______________ ___________ Schwenksville, PA 
B.S., Bob Jones University; M.S .. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Control Charts for Multiple Stream Processes 
Advisor: Dr. P. R. Nelson 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Agrlcultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.} 
Xiaomei Huang Clemson, SC 
B.S .. Shanghai Maritime Institute 
Dissertation: Finite Element Modeling and Experimental Evaluation of a High-Clearance Wide-Span Multi-Purpose 
Agricultural Vehicle 
Advisor: Dr. R. E. Williamson 
Bioengineering 
Ravi Kapur __________________________________ Haryana, India 
B.E .. Shivaji University; M.S .. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Cellular Response to Heterogeneously Charged Polymers 
Advisor: Dr. A. F. von Recum 
Ceramic Engineering 
David Edward Dausch Timonium, MD 
B.S .. Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Dielectric and Hysteresis Properties of PLZT Ferroelectric and Multilayer Composite 
Thin Films 
Advisor: Dr. G. H. Haertling 
Guang Li Guangxi, China 
B.S .. South China Institute of Technology ; M.S .. Shanghai Institute of Ceramics 
Dissertation: Influence of Internal Stress on the Electomechanical Properties of PLZT Stress-Biased (Rainbow} Ceramic 
Actuators 
Advisor: Dr. G. H. Haertling 
William Gene Ramsey ________________________________ Aiken, SC 
B.S., University of Missouri-Columbia; M.S .. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Glass Dissolution Chemistry of the System Na20-B203-Si02A1203-Fe203-CaO 
Advisor: Dr. T. D. Taylor 
Chemical Engineering 
Gustavo Eduardo Bolanos Barrera Bogota, Colombia 
B.S .. National University of Colombia; M.S .. Industrial University of Santander 
Dissertation: Production of Mesophase Pitch by Supercritical Fluid Extraction: A Study of the Region of Liquid-Liquid 
Equilibrium 
Advisor: Dr. M. C. Thies 
Civil Engineering 
Xin Hai Huang Shanghai, China 
B.S .. Tongji University; M.S .. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Interpretation of Design Soil Parameters From Cone Penetration Test 
Advisor: Dr. C. H. Juang 
Thomas Hepworth Oswald Clemson, SC 
B.B.C., Auburn University; M.S.C.E., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: A Model for Using Quality Function Deployment in Engineering Project Development 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Burati 
Balavijendran Sockalingam Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
B.E., Mangalore University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Wind Load Distribution in Low-Rise Metal Buildings 
Advisor: Dr. P. R. Spal1<s 
Computer Engineering 
Sheila Marie Benfield Banks _____________________________ .Asheville, NC 
B.S., University of Miami; B.S., M.S., North Carolina State Universtty 
Dissertation: An Abstract Representation for Model-Based Computer Vision 
Advisor: Dr. R. J. Schalkoff 
Electrical Engineering 
David Dennis AaHs ________________________________ Raleigh, NC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: On the Joint Spectral Density of Bivariate Random Sequences 
Advisor: Dr. E. G. Baxa 
Jun Hu ___________________________________ Greenville , SC 
B.S., M.E., University of Science & Technology-China 
Dissertation: Nonlinear Control of Induction Motors 
Advisor: Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Ronald Stanley Scott, Jr. Dyer, IN 
B.S., Rose-Hulman lnstttute of Technology ; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Determination of Spatial Location and Energy Level Distributions of High Vottage Stress Generated Traps in 
Thin Oxides 
Advisor: Dr. D. J. Durnin 
Engineering Mechanics 
Stephane Serge Pageau _____________________________ Angers, France 
B.E., Ensam Center of Paris; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A General Finite Element Method to Predict Singular Stress States 
Advisor: Dr. S. B. Biggers 
Industrial Engineering 
Thomas K. Keyser Los Alamos, NM 
B.S., New Mexico State University; M.S., University of Southern Colorado 
Dissertation: An Experimental Investigation of Distributed Computing Approaches for Resolving Production Scheduling 
Problems 
Advisor: Dr. R. P. Davis 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Xiaowang Zhou Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Shanghai Jiaotong University 
Dissertation: Nitrogen Strengthening Mechanism in Single Crystalline Fe-Ni-Lr Austenitic Stainless Steels 
Advisor: Dr. M. Grujicic 
Mechanical Engineering 
Shyh-Jen VVang ________________________________ Ta~ei,Taiwan 
B.S., National Taiwan Institute of Technology; M.S. , Clemson University 
Dissertation: Fatigue of Ductile Materials Subjected to Non-Zero Mean Stresses 
Advisor: Dr. M. \IV. Dixon 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Forest Resources 
John \Nilliam Edwards Frederick, MD 
B.S., \Nest Virginia University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Resource Partitioning Between Sympatric Populations of Southern Fox Squirrel and Gray Squirrel in the 
Georgia Piedmont 
Advisor: Dr. D. C. Guynn 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Miller Grant Cunningham Seneca, SC 
BA, Duke University; M.A., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Evaluating the South Carolina Coastal Council Permitting System Using Theories of Social Organization as a 
Framework for Policy Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. R. H. Becker 
Basil George Savitsky ______________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Gap Analysis as a GIS Tool for Conservation Decision-making in Costa Rica 
Advisor: Dr. R. H. Becker 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management (continued) 
Ercan Sirakaya ______________________________ ___ Izmir, Turkey 
B.A. , Dokuz Eylul University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Compliance Behavior of Ecotour Operators 
Advisor: Dr. L. K. Toepper 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biochemistry 
Stanley Cranfield Lorbach ____________________________ Taylors, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Molecular Physiology of the Thiobacilli 
Advisor: Dr. J. M. Shively 
Chemistry 
Russell Lloyd Holliday -------------------------------
B.S., Clemson Universtty 
Dissertation: Organic Chemistry in Supercritical Water 
Advisor: Dr. J. W. Kolis 
Easley, SC 
Thomas Matthew Martin ----------------------------- Forked River, NJ 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Chemistry of Novel Mixed Group 15/16 Clusters 
Advisor: Dr. J. W. Kolis 
Computer Science 
John Fury Christ ________________________________ Greenville , SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Neural Network Design Techniques, Parallel Partitioning and Hidden Constraints 
Advisor: Dr. E. W. Page 
William Lowry George _____________ _____ ____ ________ Iron Mountain, Ml 
B.S.E.E., M.S.C. , Michigan Technological University 
Dissertation: A Multivector Based Communication Library for Massively Parallel Processors 
Advisor : Dr. D. E. Stevenson 
ThomasJamesMurray _________________ ______________ Seneca,SC 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University; M.S., Rochester Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Theoretical and Practical Aspects of Virtual Page Placement For Direct-Mapped Caches 
Advisor: Dr. A. W. Madison 
Physics 
James Elliot Keener Central , SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.S., Colorado State University 
Dissertation: Detection of Lightning in Tropical Thunderstorms with a Dual Wavelength, Collinear Beam Doppler Radar 
Advisor: Dr. C. W. Ulbrich 
zoology 
Lance Wibel Fontenot Livingston, LA 
B.S., M.S., Southeastern Louisiana University 
Dissertation: Utilization of Amphibians and Reptiles and Their Parasite Communities as Bioindicators of Environmental 
Contamination 
Advisor: Dr. G. P. Noblet 
Richard Slaker Knaub Boulder, CO 
B.S., Colorado State Universtty ; M.S.,Clemson University 
Dissertation: Melanin Biosynthesis in the Mantle Tissue and Shell of the Eastern Oyster Crassostrea virginica 
Advisor: Dr. A. P. Wheeler 
CANDIDATES FOR EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
AND MASTERS' DEGREES 
A. WAYNE BENNETT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Kathryn Ashe ___ ____ __ Simpsonville, SC Samuel David Bass _ ____ __ Bennettsville, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
John Angus Martin. ______ ~~Brooklyn, NY Brian Walter Richard _ ________ Seattle, WA 
Bradley Peter Olson Minneapolis, MN 
Animal and Food Industries 
Winston Riley Parks Clinton, LA 
Animal Physiology 
Michael Thomas Bailey ___ Mahtomedi, MN 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wiidiife Biology 
Joseph Walter Butfiloski Ill _____ Greenville, SC Donald Pinckney McGowan , Jr. ___ ~_ Atlanta, GA 
David Alan Eargle Chapin, SC Keith Edward Morgan Murphysboro, IL 
Laura Coats Francoeur Naples, FL Richard Dean Willey Goose Creek, SC 
Kevin James Jacobs Conneaut Lake, PA 
Entomology 
Jeremy Karlton Greene ___ Charleston, SC 
Environmental Toxicology 
Jeannine Lynn Capizzi ________ Bellport, NY Vincent Anthony Leopold ______ Boerne, TX 
Max Aaron Feken Tulsa, OK Kristin Palmer Sands Montgomery, AL 
Jennifer Anne Gottschalk Phoenix, AZ Robert R. Troup Lancaster, OH 
Plant Pathology 
William Anthony Watson ___ Edgefield, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Stephen Michael Aldrich Calhoun, GA 
Sonia Alvarado Queretaro, Mexico 
James Joseph Atkinson Columbia, SC 
Robert Branch Berry, Jr. Linthicum, MD 
Robert Gerard Bielamowicz Houston, TX 
Cynthia Alicia Boland Greenville, SC 
Thomas John Connors Sayville, NY 
Graham Craig Cormack Atlanta, GA 
Kevin Neal Davis Hartsville, SC 
Jeffrey Thomas Delsordo Morristown, NJ 
William Albert D'Onofrio Wappingers Falls, NY 
Jonathan Crawford Elmore Atlanta, GA 
Tracy Margaret Folger Randolph, NJ 
Thomas Theodore Fox Columbus, OH 
Courtney Theodore Rattray Furman __ Due West, SC 
Rebecca Rose Griffiths Cleveland, OH 
MASTER OF CITY AND 
Dean Edward Baker St Paul, MN 
Matthew James Bisignano Gansevoort, NY 
James Bradley Clark Arlington , TX 
Jason Nathaniel Collins Bennettsville, SC 
Brad Joel Digre Rochester, MN 
Mary Melissa Duncan Columbia, SC 
William Harrison Duncan Manassas, VA 
Dale Gordon Finocchi Miami Springs, FL 
Sudheer Satya Guduru Hyderabad, India 
Martin Luther Livingston, Jr. __ St Croix , Virgin Islands 
Phillip Kenneth Huggins, Jr. ___ __ Columbia, SC 
Daniel Foster Joy IV Sarasota, FL 
Ernest Love Joyner IV Tupelo, MS 
Christopher Miles Karpus Mattoon, IL 
Richard Damon Kemp Orange Park, FL 
Michael Thomas Kissam Easton, CT 
Ansley Hester Manuel Bluffton, SC 
Brad Davis Moore Reidsville, NC 
Phyllis Margaret Pollitt Summerville, SC 
Robin Roberts Pawleys Island, SC 
Bart Landon Shorack Seattle, WA 
Anne Marie Stenger Freehold, NJ 
Bryan Stanton Tuttle Birmingham, AL 
Nicholas Joseph Vance Timonium, MD 
Andrea Marie Vaught Louisville, KY 
Hazem Ziada Clemson, SC 
REGIONAL PLANNING 
Monique Swinger Mattison _ ___ ~Anderson, SC 
George Kevin McGregor Stone Ridge, NY 
Robert Carson Moody Greer, SC 
Brad Davis Moore Reidsville, NC 
Karen Maura Morgan Saddle Brook, NJ 
Kristin Kathleen O'Neil Plymouth, MA 
Arti Kantibhai Patel Hyderabad, India 
Daphne Lynne Summers Tallahassee, FL 
David Robert Tickner Indialantic, FL 
Kevin Lee Woodley Goose Creek, SC 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Gregory Alan Bruno ______ ~~Seneca , SC Gregory Charles Keglovic _______ Aurora, OH 
Werachat Chinnapong Bangkok, Thailand 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Thomas Lee Gamer IV _______ Memphis, TN 
Jacquelyn Tait Leebrick Greenville, NC 
Nancy O'Dell-Keim, ________ Greenville, SC 
William Alan Oistad Clemson, SC 
Melinda Anne Matzell Chittenango, NY 
Todd David McKinney-Cull Durham, NC 
(Degree awarded posthumously) 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Steve Ryan Kernodle _______ ~ Greer, SC 
Karen Bullock Krebs Athens, GA 
Linda Zindrick Archer _______ Greenville, SC 
Tracy Ellen Broome Greenville, SC 
Kadri Buldanli Istanbul, Turkey Steven Robert Lapham Jasper, NY 
Alan Russell Cannon Greenville, SC Judith Luscinskas Lavosky Kalamazoo, Ml 
John Francis Cerasuolo Greenville, SC Yann Lecorche Collinaou, France 
Kenneth Eugene Chapman Greenville, SC Robert Ross Lovegrove Georgetown, Ontario 
David Bartholomew Clark Greenville, SC Kristen Lynn Lowrey Simpsonville, SC 
Carol Mooney Cody Greer, SC Mary Theresia Mann Newport, RI 
Lamont Lopes Douglas Bronxville, NY Anne Puyssegur Pointis de Riviere, France 
Grant Edwin Estep Virginia Beach, VA Michael Lawrence Saglio Clearwater, FL 
Alison Mary Flynn Greenville, SC Jeffrey Lee Schmerbeck Clyde, OH 
Suzanne Noel Gaertner Greenville, SC Purnima Ashish Shah Greenville, SC 
Gregory John Groppe Piedmont, SC Alan Charles Singleton Greenville, SC 
Arthur Joseph Henken Carlyle, IL Melissa Perry Sinopoli Easley, SC 
Darcey Lyn Hinstorff Johnson Creek, WI Shawn Danette Smallwood Greenville, SC 
Robert Andrew Hoersting Greenville, SC Peter Lee Stone Greer, SC 
Thomas McCoy Hood Powdersville, SC Mario Attredo Tealdo Lima, Peru 
Cora Elizabeth Jenkins Queens, NY Walter Marion Thurman Simpsonville, SC 
Dwayne Martin Keller Simpsonville, SC Craig Browning WMman Clinton, SC 
Philip Davis Kelley, Jr. Anderson, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Melissa Coleman Campbell _____ Greenville, SC Ronald H. Osborne _________ Seneca, SC 
Mary Kristina Moore Charleston, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Keith Scott Burbank, ______ Port Saint Lucie, FL Shellie Ann Yule --------- Hudson, OH 
Miren lvankovic Rijeka, Croatia 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Industrial 
Laura Beth Hinkle --------Springfield, OH 
Orville Lionel Lynch Barbados, West Indies 
Kim Dewayne Orr Seneca, SC 
Management 
Carol Faye Watts __________ Seneca, SC 
Charles David Watts, Jr. Seneca, SC 
Textile Chemistry 
Qingning Feng Xiangtan City, China . Han-Ieng Huang =--------Taipei, Taiwan 
Ana Josefina Dias Fernandes __ Maputo, Mozambique Christina Marie Miller Fremont, OH 
Textile Science 
Chao Shan ___________ Clemson, SC Margaret Jean Watters ________ Sparta, NJ 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Sara Vickery Ayers _________ Hartwell, GA Melissa Karen Maxwell ________ Lavonia, GA 
Julie VanOosten Church Toccoa, GA Ruth Busby Mccurry Hartwell, GA 
Teri Nelms Eavenson Carnesville, GA Ann Maree Nelson Monroe, GA 
Beth Ayers Hendrick Hartwell, GA Pamela Ann Pruyne-Summey Martin, GA 
William Buryl James, Jr. Jonesville, SC Stephanie Davis Slate Toccoa, GA 
Kathryn Dismuke Leard Hartwell, GA Laurie Skelton Tipton Hartwell, GA 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration 
Jane Spooner Cahaly ____ __ Pendleton, SC 
John Eric Hughes Honea Path, SC 
Brian Christopher Mance Clayton, GA 
Counseling and 
Catherine Grace Andress Columbia, SC 
Charlotte Ann Beaty Columbia, SC 
Sara Wilson Broome Taylors , SC 
Angela Benjamin Burgess Liberty , SC 
Page Renee Cantrell Abbeville, SC 
Robin Marie Cathey Anderson, SC 
Debra Darlene Chapman Easley, SC 
Alison Leann Claytor Williamston, SC 
Anne Burns Curtis Laurens. SC 
Sandra McDuffie Cuthbertson Columbia, SC 
Pamela Cyrese Durham Greenville; SC 
Dee Ann Eargle Chapin, SC 
Anthony Evans McCormick, SC 
Sara Margaret Fleming Greenville, SC 
Edward Jay Foster. Jr. Flat Rock, NC 
Leslee Leigh Gongaware McCall, ID 
Stacey Rene Gray Greenville, SC 
Bertrand Gregory Haynes ___ Trinidad, West Indies 
Shon Robert Herrick Convoy, OH 
Maurice Scott Hines Clemson, SC 
Robert Bernard Hughes IV Greer, SC 
Miriam Gabrieli Jacobson Margate, NJ 
Christina Leigh Jepson Travelers Rest, SC 
Daniel Page Karns Stillwater, OK 
Julie Michele Knepp Morton, IL 
Connie Elaine Knight Greenville, SC 
Carla Denise Leonard Moore, SC 
Mary Kathryn Link Atlanta, GA 
and Supervision 
Mendel Harold Stewart, Jr. -----~Sunset, SC 
Ernest David Thiel Elberton, GA 
Guidance Services 
Sheree Nalley Link. ______ __ Seneca, SC 
Heather Marie Lynch Greenville, SC 
Beverly Rice McAdams Anderson, SC 
Clttton Shane McMahan Clemson, SC 
Mary Julia Meaux Abbeville. LA 
Scott Matthew Monetti Allenhurst, NJ 
Neal Moody Greenville, SC 
Alice Norman Boise, ID 
Cynthia Kay Owens Gray Court, SC 
Pauline M. Parisi Greenville, SC 
Tracy Campbell Parsons Greenville, SC 
Jean A. Pedersen Anderson, SC 
Alice Blake Richardson Ashland City, TN 
Lana Nicole Roberson Beaufort, SC 
Tracy Diane Rochester Westminster, SC 
Jonathan David Sarratt Gaffney, SC 
Jerry Lee Shadbolt Indianapolis, IN 
Kristi Loren Sikora Schererville, IN 
Chandra Leigh Snyder Bettendorf, IA 
Georgeanne Hatch Stafford Anderson, SC 
Kathryn Vaile Stafford Glendale, WI 
Audra Marie Thompson Columbia, SC 
Kellie Marie Wasik Daytona Beach, FL 
Joseph Steven Webnar Greenwood, SC 
Darryall Omar WMe Charleston, SC 
Vickie Mauldin Williams Anderson, SC 
Shannon Stewart Wright Greenville, SC 
Darrell Gene Yardley Central, SC 
Elementary Education 
Rita Saxon Brown ________ Williamston, SC 
Rachel Lynn Bryson Seneca, SC 
Janice Claudette Halman ------=_ Central , SC 
Julie Ann Hawkes Enumclaw, WA 
Michael Allan Dudley Anderson, SC Julia Elizabeth Reeves Simpsonville, SC 
Reading 
Lori Louann Beck ________ Anderson, SC Angela Louise Pruitt ____ ___ Anderson, SC 
Carolyn Moore Kohlenhoefer Greenville, SC 
Secondary Education 
Madison Monroe Beasley ______ = Hartwell, GA Eugene Gibson Hinson lll ____ ___ Nichols, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Brown Piedmont, SC 
Spec la I Education 
Irena Tiljak Anderson ___ ____ Greenville, SC Kimberley Gale Hydrick~------ Easley, SC 
Karen Rosalie Brown Anderson, SC Scott Griffith Marchbanks Royston, GA 
Charlotte Forbes Frier Hartwell, GA Jennifer Fordham Martin Hartwell, GA 
Brenda Ann Donald Harris Seneca, SC Jane Elizabeth Thomas Seneca, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Alison Dyer Crouch ~------~~Mauldin , SC Alice Cannon Phillips Greenwood, SC 
Elizabeth Rachel Crudge Spring Valley, NY Brian Scott Pinion Walhalla, SC 
Deborah Denise Dawsey Spartanburg, SC Valerie Rosetta Ramsey Central, SC 
Patrick Stephen Fountain North Augusta, SC Steven Swift Shafer Youngstown, NY 
Cynthia J. Harwell Seneca, SC Sandra Phibbs Slough Taylors, SC 
Jenntter Susan Kotz Roswell, GA Cacia Valeria Soares-Welch __ Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Joseph William Leonardi Greer, SC Amy Michele Sykes Union, SC 
Wanda Lynn Martin Greenville. SC Emily Ann Toll Carmel, IN 
Verlinda Gale Moore Greenville, SC Sherry Smith Watts Seneca, SC 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Spurgeon Reeder Ill Laurens, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Clvll Engineering 
Jason Philip Eppley ________ Greenville, SC Wallace Augustus Jack. ______ Charleston, SC 
John Michael Hann Isle Of Palms, SC Tommi Jackson Jones Seneca, SC 
Electrlcal Engineering 
Dale A. Costenbader _______ Bethlehem, PA Kyle David Sarrazin _______ Colchester, VT 
David Leonard Overby Atlanta, GA 
Envtronmental Systems Engineering 
Randall Albert Cozzens _____ Spring Grove, PA Stephen Kenneth Spitzer ______ Margate, NJ 
Donald Francis Gongaware Reeds Spring, MO 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Robin Michelle Graham. _______ Pomaria, SC Mehul Shailesh Sonawala ______ Borrt>ay, India 
Harry Thomas Hall IV Winston-Salem, NC 
Ceramic 
Peter James Fernstrom _ ____ .North Augusta , SC 
John Andrew Hoelzel Asheville , NC 
Melissa Ann Long Ninety Six, SC 
Peter Robert Mundt Kenmore, NY 
Engineering 
James Alan Snipes ________ Hartsville, SC 
Jeffery Lee Stricker Van Wert, OH 
Sergio Antonio Villegas-Palacio ~-~~-~~~­
___________ Colombia, South America 
Chemical Engineering 
Tracy Lynn Hamilton ________ Fort Mill, SC Clark Daniel Rodeffer ________ Dallas Ctty, IL 
Nitin Bhaskar Joshi Clemson, SC 
Ctvll Engineering 
Ahmet Kerem Acar _ _____ ~lstanbul , Turkey William Anthony Kreutzjans, Jr. ___ Fort Mttchell, KY 
Naveen Aerrabotu Hyderabad, India Sonal Subodh Kulkarni Gujarat, India 
Rajesh Bandaru Hyderabad, India Mahesh K. Lokare Clemson, SC 
Shiraj Abbasbhai Bhinderwala Bombay, India Jayanth Macherta Hanamkonda, India 
Jeffrey Franklin Buice Gaffney, SC Bradley Eugene Means Hickory, NC 
Tara Parker Dills St Louis, MO Jeffrey Edward Morin Westbrook, ME 
Nikolina Kourteva Dinkova Clemson, SC Sean Stephen Murphy Chapel Hill, NC 
Hong-ji Guo Nanchang, China Sreekanth Nandagiri Hyderabad, India 
Shanchao Hu Beijing, China Sterling James Pye, Jr. Irmo, SC 
Edward Alan Isom Anniston , AL Rajasekhar Venkata Samayam ___ Vijayawada, India 
Anurag Kalia Chandigarh, India Venkata Ramana Rao Terala Hyderabad, India 
D. Mack Kelly, Jr. Liberty , SC Brian Gregory Tolbert Greenwood, SC 
Hari Krishna Prasad Koduru Hyderabad, India 
Computer Engineering 
William Tyson Altman, Jr. _ _ ___ Charleston, SC Christopher Lee Lynch _______ Scranton, SC 
Mark Eric Hefner Lancaster, SC Gautam Shankar New Delhi, India 
Electrical Engineering 
Jiening Ao Beijing, China Shobana Narayanaswamy _____ Hyderabad, India 
Christopher Lorne Blair Steele, KY Rajesh Palakkal Madras, India 
David Eugene Brown Greenville, SC Rupal Hemant Parikh Austin, TX 
Paul Joseph Chiuchiolo, Jr. Woburn, MA Zhiqiang Qiu Clemson, SC 
Ketth Faulk Conner Birmingham, AL Venkat Rajgopal Raghavan Carbondale, IL 
Michael Wayne Davis Greenville, SC Robert Randol Roeder Camden, SC 
Suvasish Ghosh Calcutta, India Suresh Babu Shanmugam Clemson, SC 
Samuel Meyer Gladstone IV Greenwood, SC John Mark Shea Camden, SC 
Terry Wayne Hughes Lake City, SC Narasimhan Upadhyayula Clemson, SC 
Diana Cathleen Langseth Arlington, VA Rajesh Vaidheeswarran Tamilnadu, India 
Robert Frederick McElveen, Jr. ____ Kingstree , SC Bo Wang Shanghai, China 
Engineering Mechanics 
Jonathan Michael Pope ____ Emmaus, PA 
Envlronmental Systems Engineering 
Michael E. Aire-c-------- Spring Hill, FL Kimberly Jean Makuch _____ ~~ Latham, NY 
Julia Anne Batchelor Evans, GA Sridhar Venkata Mantha Hyderabad, India 
Wade Mltchell Cantrell Bluffton, SC Paul Joseph Meier Watertown, WI 
Edward James Gall St Clair, PA Mary Anne Redican North Massapequa, NY 
Spencer Lee Geswein Fowler, IN Krishna Kishore Sankisa Hyderabad, India 
Judith Katherine Hill Greer, SC Neal Douglas Secrist Glen Rock, PA 
Lynn Marie Johnson Portage, Ml Hollie Sherman Vollmar Greenville, SC 
Hari Kumar Krishnan Hyderabad, India Christopher Todd Woolfolk Columbia, SC 
Olin Paul Lewis Clemson, SC 
lndustrlal Engineering 
Hfoni June Anderson _____ ~~Lexington , SC 
Pavan Kumar Asoori Hyderabad, India 
Don Louis Mccutcheon, Jr. ----~-Union, SC 
Gopinath Meghashyam Bangalore, India 
Shelia Kay Barnett Jackson, KY Ravishankar M. Menon Kerala, India 
Michael Alan Brown Spartanburg, SC Gregory Porter Oelberg Seneca, SC 
Anne Brzonkala Fairfax, VA Mohanraj Palanisamy Karur, India 
Aman Chhoker Bangalore, India Devendra Y. Satoskar Bombay, India 
Manu Gupta Punjab, India Someshwara Rao Tatineni Queens, NY 
Phanindra Karody Hyderabad, India Kavi Tyagi Pradesh, India 
Thomas T. Koshy Clemson, SC 
Materlals Science and Engineering 
Chenguang Gong _____ Hangzhou Zheji , China Michael David Walker ________ Fair Play, SC 
Santosh Sivasankaran Menon Bombay, India 
Mechanical Engineering 
Henry Grady Ballard, Jr. Easley, SC Jerry Mark Moore Groves, TX 
Venugopal Challa Hyderabad, India Robin Dalton Owens Taylors, SC 
Sandeep Sharma Chellapilla Calcutta, India Michael Cory Postle Gutt Shores, AL 
Siva S. Darivemula Acworth, GA Amandeep Singh Clemson, SC 
Sudipta Bimal Ghosh Dearborn Heights, Ml Hariharan Sundar Bangalore, India 
Sandeep Sudhir Joshi Pune, India Madhusudhan Ramarao Sunkum ___ Clemson, SC 
Jeremy Jonathan Kahrs Denville , NJ Mahesh Surapaneni Clemson, SC 
Marlene Saladino Laguitan Jacksonville, FL Kamesh M. Tata Hyderabad, India 
Jianzhuan Lin Fuzhou, China Lallt Kishore Verma Bilaspur, India 
Catheryn Deane Logan-Bruns ___ Huntington, WV Xi Zheng Jiangxi, China 
Timothy Patrick Martin Leesburg, VA 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Frances Marie Metti _______ Summerville, SC Richard Thomas Morton ______ __ Griffin, GA 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Maria Catherine Belter Buffalo, NY Carol Williamson Marting ______ Birmingham, AL 
Michael Francis Gardiner, Jr. Beaufort , SC Melanie Suzanne McCoy Central , SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Forest 
Larry Brett Calhoun ---,...-----~ Conway, SC 
Carlen Margaret Emanuel Fort White, FL 
Paula Jo Lowder Little River, SC 
Resources 
Jose Fernando Romero ____ Riobamba, Ecuador 
Karen Norene Smith Williamsburg, VA 
Larry Earl Snipes, Jr. Watkinsville, GA 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Christina Susi Burrell -------- Easley, SC Harold Gregory Hawkins _______ Clemson, SC 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Mildred Karen Brewer _ _____ ~ Liberty, SC Leslie Diane McCleary ~,..------Greenville , SC 
Mark Edward Carter Pensacola, FL Robert Joseph Musante Ill Mittord, CT 
Keng Wah Kenneth Chan Singapore Debra Renee Novotny Louisville, KY 
Sarah Beth Del Colle Charleston, SC Kara Angela O'Brien Port Republic, VA 
Matthew Wayne Guy Charleston, SC Andrea Marie Rachi Syracuse, NY 
Bradley Duane Hatley Elgin, IL Karri Rosanna Roper Easley, SC 
Brad Kendall Hawley Orlando, FL Evodney Floris Speed Central, SC 
Russell Douglas Hinson Pendleton, SC Roger Dale Tilson Salem, SC 
Adriane Louise Ivey Roswell, GA Randall Shawn Wilhelm Clemson, SC 
Audrey Diane Johnson Starr, SC 
History 
Jean Marie Burke ________ Greenville, SC Fengxia Tao -~,...,,------- Slchuan, China 
Robert Miles Gillespie Greenville, SC Marcia Ann Tourtellott Clarer.ce, NY 
Blair Tracy Hinson Las Cruces, NM Gene Redding Wynne, Jr. Seneca, SC 
Raina Lynn Howell Henagar, AL 
Professional Communication 
Jana Lynn Adams _______ Commerce, GA 
Stacy Leigh Knight Columbia, SC 
Wendy Michele Simmons ____ _ ---,CKingston, TN 
Blake Allyn Spence Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Patrick Scot Best _______ Myrtle Beach, SC Sherry Rose Lawrence ______ Wilmington, DE 
Kelli Denise Cook Chapin, SC Jenntter Lynn Lundquist Van Meter, IA 
Elaine Malinowski Fredendall Clemson, SC Lyndee Trasmer Santos Warner Robins, GA 
Treena Lynn Gillespie Clemson, SC Phillip Robert Ulrich Pickens, SC 
Wyatt Christopher Hearp Knoxville, TN Mary Kate Walton Fort Valley, GA 
Monica Marie Huff Seneca, SC Becky Lee White Chester, VA 
Applied 
Kory James Coenen ------~ Kaukauna, WI 
Paul Samuel Dittner Severna Park, MD 
Cheryl Elizabeth Harleston Spartanburg, SC 
Kecia Renee Johnson Savannah, GA 
Socio logy 
Mary Ruth Myers ________ Greenville, SC 
Katherine Leigh Stone Clemson, SC 
Bradford Stuart Woodard Princeton, NC 
Teri Lynne Younginer Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Candace Clinkscales Austin ______ Easley, SC Ruth Todd Shealy Clinton, SC 
Cynthia Williams Bishop Greenville, SC Sheryl Hart Sheriff Belton, SC 
Mary Elaine Broderick Greenville, SC Gwendolyn Vanessa Gilbert Waldrop_ Spartanburg, SC 
Catherine Madden Brown Anderson, SC Elsie Adams Willis Spartanburg, SC 
Lori Davis Cooper Greenwood, SC Linda Rae Woodward Erie, PA 
Terry Ann Hayes Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Botany 
John Ferrars Townsend ___ Charleston, SC 
Chemistry 
Jaye Angela Burns:-,,,,---------c Easley, SC Xiaohan Pan =~-------- Beijing, China 
Douglas Wesley McMillan Nashville, TN John William Taylor Greenville, SC 
Computer Science 
Harry Jordan Fravert Ill _____ Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Anthony Paul Galluscio Clemson, SC 
Muralidhar Medikonda -----__,,,--Clemson, SC 
Albert Thomas Montroy Ogdensburg, NY 
Ravindranath Gutta Visakhapatnam, India Lori Ellen Postner Yonkers, NY 
Kelly Shane Harrelson Mullins, SC Sesh Kumar Venkat Sayani Clemson, SC 
Christopher Martin Johnson Gaffney, SC 
Jenntter Kay Ludwick Sugar Grove, PA 
Alan Brandon Smith Cooper City, FL 
Rama Krishna Tummala Clemson, SC 
Hydrogeology 
Erik Robert Caldwell Raleigh. NC 
Mathematica I 
Paul Bradley Blair __________ Berea, KY 
Douglas Leigh Bolling Bath, NY 
Michelle Anne Detry Oshkosh, WI 
Robert Lee Draper Spartanburg, SC 
Kelly Marie Graham St Augustine, FL 
Jared Hairell Grigsby Jonesboro, AR 
Paul Triantafilos Hadavas Swarthmore, PA 
Michele Rexann Hampton Smyrna, GA 
James Huston Jones, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
Kimberly Jo Knorr West Chester, PA 
Tong Li Tianjin , China 
Sciences 
Arden Charles Llewellyn Ill Omaha, NE 
Rhonda Gail Macleod Tallahassee, FL 
Rose Esther McMillian Denmark, SC 
Donald Dale Mills Oglesby, IL 
Monica Katherine Rawert Crestwood, KY 
Kevin Dunlap Rees Pittsford, NY 
Otto William Schwab Ill Savannah, GA 
Benjamin Corbin Sellers Murfreesboro, NC 
Patricia Anne Broadwell Stephenson _ Charleston, SC 
Tamara Latrice Wright Sumter, SC 
Mlcroblology 
Michelle Denise Morin ______ Valley Forge, PA Trevor Gardner Phister _______ St Charles, IL 
Physics 
Prakash Lakshman Aditham ____ Hyderabad, India Gary Earl Heaton --,,---...,.-------~ Clinton , SC 
John Thomas Corbitt Greenville, SC Raymond Andrew Jacobson Livingston, NJ 
Jonathan David Dunfee Oakway, SC Marl< William Savage Muscatine, IA 
zoology 
Lawrence Edward Bullard, Jr.-----=-- Easley, SC Margarit Skinner Gray .,.,... _____ --=- Anderson, SC 
Eric Christensen San Diego, CA Cynthia Joyce Huffstetler Calhoun Falls, SC 
Timothy Michael Grant Fort Lauderdale, FL Carol Ann Schmidhauser Reisterstown, MD 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and 
George Baxter Barger Ill Staunton, VA 
'Cheryl Ann Bertics ------ Columbia, SC 
Applied Economics 
Bruce Nelson Greeson·-----~~ Columbia, SC 
John Walter Hendrix Spartanburg, SC 
James Brenton Bozard St Matthews, SC Roy Monroe Hungerpiller Ill Cameron, SC 
Jennijer Quinn Cox Pawleys Island, SC Brian Michael Jenny Baton Rouge, LA 
Tanya Denise Crain Landrum, SC Spencer Walker Josey Lynchburg, SC 
Willis Calhoun Culler Ill Orangeburg, SC Karen Christine Melton Chesnee, SC 
April Page Funchess Bowman, SC Wendy Rene Woodard Irmo, SC 
Agricultural Education 
'Chauncey Alberta Barber _____ Columbus, NC Sylvia Ann Love ________ Blacksburg, SC 
"Tracie Denise Cummings Lake View, SC Lori Michelle Stewart Pickens, SC 
Margaret Alice Larsen Charleston, SC Tyson Harley Waddell Spartanburg, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
John Kenneth Carter ____ __ ~~ Rock Hill, SC David Boyd Owens ,,.--,-,-- ------ Mullins, SC 
Dreher Marion Hane St Matthews, SC Roman Swain Whitfield Saluda, SC 
Clarence Edward Kimbrell Ill Rock Hill , SC Russell Kenneth Wood Due West, SC 
Agronomy 
Shannon Langdon Blakely _ ____ Piedmont, SC Thomas Denman lsgett _ ____ _ Fort Motte, SC 
Animal 
Gayle Agnes Bledsoe ~------ Saluda, SC 
Stephanie Melann Bradley Mauldin, SC 
Glen Richard Brooks LeHigh Acres, FL 
Robert Edward Lee Bryan Edisto Island, SC 
Tracy Renee Carlton Summerville, SC 
Lee Ann Carn Bowman, SC 
Christopher Mark Cathcart Buffalo, SC 
Jason Robert Craft Conyers, GA 
+''Catherine Louise Deans Wilson, NC 
April Lee Dixon York, SC 
Amy Jon Finger Greenville, SC 
'Dorothy Elizabeth Finley Beaufort , SC 
Melissa Anne Grabert Goldsboro, NC 
Mark Daniel Gratton Midlothian, VA 
Industries 
Chris L. Gramling Orangeburg, SC 
Bernard L. Hamby McCormick, SC 
Julian Douglas Hunsucker Ill Bennettsville, SC 
Mary Lisa Johnson Kinards, SC 
•Amy Elizabeth Joyce Aiken, SC 
Amy Elaine Kellett Columbia, SC 
Thomas Ryan Kirksey Clover, SC 
Candace Michelle Lauretano ___ Pawleys Island, SC 
James Eric Liles Westminster, SC 
+'"Jonathan David Parker Easley, SC 
Kenneth Cleveland Shuler Mt Pleasant, SC 
Todd Fowler Thorne Inman, SC 
Christopher Ray Williams Latta, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Blofogy 
James Andrew Adams _____ .North Augusta, SC John Asher Howell _______ Walterboro, SC 
"'Kristy Lynn Ambrose Asheville, NC Kimberly Rae Mader Greenville, SC 
Scott Eugene Anderson Six Mile, SC Sam Beasley Marting Ill St Cloud, FL 
Steward Lauvern Baylor Seneca, SC Timothy Bruce Riggins Pickens, SC 
Daniel Kohler Betts Radnor, PA 'Dwayne Kent Safriet West Columbia, SC 
Jason Edward Callahan Blythewood, SC Ronald James Small , Jr. Greensboro, NC 
William Jason Cooper Jesup, GA Barrett Wade Stone Charleston, SC 
Benjamin Illy Cromer Sumter, SC +'"Stacy Kirk Taylor Brookhaven, MS 
Chance Webb DuBose Monetta, SC William David Umphlett Moncks Corner, SC 
Reginald Kell Fitts Columbia, SC Joshua Wilson Ward Darlington, SC 
•Amy Lane Griffith Varnville, SC Jamie Scott White Clover, SC 
William Theron Hegler Isle of Palms, SC David Zane Woodford Easley, SC 
Michael Lowman Hightower Denmark, SC 
Entomology 
Craig Steven Heath ______ .Aiken, SC 
Food Science 
"Paul Irvin Bever, Jr. Greenville, SC Heather Alice-Marie McCulloch _ ___ .Alexandria, VA 
+'Kathryn Diane Deibler ___ Fort Walton Beach, FL Lisa Rebecca Wandling Shalimar, FL 
Horticulture 
Wallace Dean Allen _______ Simpsonville, SC Kenneth Brian Lee ________ Danbury, CT 
'"Randy David Failor Spartanburg, SC Courtney Eugene Martin Ill Greenville, SC 
'Carta Marie Handrinos Beaufort , SC Edward Brttton McDonald Lugoff, SC 
Jason Kelder Higingbottom Batesburg, SC Gregory Michael Rummans Moline, IL 
Packaging 
Anne Genevieve Bouster Clemson, SC 
Elizabeth Bentley Courtright ___ Coral Gables, FL 
Richard Allen Goehring Ill Walterboro, SC 
Science 
Clifford Arthur Kendrick -----~~Camden, SC 
Stephen Bradford Loftis Williamston, SC 
•Amy Elisabeth Thorne Seneca, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
+'Eric Samuel Bosman. _ ______ . Rock Hill, SC Drew Joseph Gilmer _ ______ Anderson, SC 
Tracy Antoinette Corley Columbia, SC 'Stacy Lynn Iliff Rochester, Ml 
'Heather Lee Estridge Kershaw, SC Amelia Helen Prentzas Greenville, SC 
Julie Ann Gibson Indian Mills, NJ 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Kristye Dorilam Addison _ _____ Clemsori, SC 'Carmen Leigh Richards _______ Easley, SC 
Amy Jenn~er Layton Columbia, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
.. Naomi Jane Cottrell _______ ~lpswich , MA 'Robert Martin Moehring ----~~Anderson, SC 
Susan Kendall Faris Charlotte, NC Patricia Riley Morris Simpsonville, SC 
Elizabeth Ashley Kyber Rock Hill, SC Walter W. Ray Cranberry, PA 
Kevin Tate Mason Matthews, NC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science 
Ronald Deane Cross -~~---- Pendleton, SC 
Charles Alexander Dickert Ill Columbia, SC 
Jerry Scott Handegan Rock Hill, SC 
'Adam Robert Horowttz Garden Ctty, SC 
and Management 
Lauren Nicole Leonard ______ ~St Louis, MO 
Eric Richard Quigley Cleveland, OH 
Terry Brewer Weeks Hopkins, SC 
Design 
Elizabeth Marie Arton Asheville, NC William Terry Kirby, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
George August Anderson lll ___ North Augusta, SC Mary Elaine Logan Beaufort, SC 
Michael Christen Antonelli ___ South Setauket, NY Kenneth Scott Morrison Piedmont, SC 
Kimberly Gail Barber Murrells Inlet, SC Sudhaben Nanubhai Patel Andrews, SC 
Ryan Bennet Vienna, VA Christopher James Perri Boxborough, MA 
Jason Paul Bergeron Greenville, SC Eric Richard Quigley Cleveland, OH 
April Jones Bishop Vienna, VA +"Christopher Reinhart Raasch _ _ Johnson Ctty, TN 
'Ernest Moore Boughman Ill Spartanburg, SC Carol Elizabeth Rae Emporia, VA 
Alexandra Brose Spartanburg, SC Sarah Allison Randle Greenville, SC 
.. Elizabeth A. Bunn Aiken, SC 'Patrick Francis Reardon Greer, SC 
Brian Robert Doiron East Haddam, CT Kurt Anthony Reichardt Annapolis, MD 
'Michael Scott Edwards Belton, SC Thomas John Reidy, Jr. Bayville, NJ 
Darla Lynette Eschenbach Spartanburg, SC Corey John Rubadue Malone, NY 
Nathan Derek Faulkenberry Rock Hill , SC Eric Christopher Sheriff Easley, SC 
' Jill Nanette Fletcher Sumter, SC Catherine Parnell Smith Spartanburg, SC 
Franklin Eugene Freeman Florence, SC 'Matthew Bryant Sprouse Spartanburg, SC 
"Scott Richard Garand Carver, MA 'Amy Diann Stuckey Simpsonville, SC 
Kimberly Hope Gerber Holbrook, NY William Merle Teppig Ill Clemson, SC 
Travis Lee Goodwin Simpsonville, SC Stephanie Denise Thomas Winter Haven, FL 
James Maxey Hamby Murrells Inlet, SC 'Lisa Ann Vanscoy French Creek, WV 
Brett Thomas Hawkins Lugoff, SC Consuela Van Seters Columbia, SC 
Howard Mason Hicks Van Wyck, SC Matthew lshac Wasse Travelers Rest, SC 
Clay Franklin Holden Omaha, NE Jon Robert Zellweger Basking Ridge, NJ 
Gray Youngblood Jordan Charleston, SC Chad Anthony Zettle Clemson, SC 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
JERRY EUGENE TRAPNELL, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Catherine Dian Berry --------= Saluda, SC Hugh Bradley Mabry _____ --o7_Clemson, SC 
Richard Weyman Cone Columbia, SC Kevin Michael Sanders Yonges Island, SC 
Vernon Ashley Costner Rock Hill, SC Mark Edward Swygert Blythewood, SC 
Kimberly Lynn Lease Camden, SC Patrick Kelley Thompson Jacksonville, NC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
+"David Christopher Attaway ___ ~ __ Elkin, NC Christopher Steven Matthews ___ Charleston, SC 
+·Sharon Lee Bailey Summerville, SC Jennifer Len Maxwell Greenville, SC 
+·Houy Marie Berg Willoughby Hills, OH Jessica Lynne McKee Marmova, NJ 
Julie Anne Burdette Oviedo, FL +·Regina DeAnne Mclellan Campobello, SC 
+ .. Cindy Jayne Butler Ocean Springs, MS Nancy Katherine Meckstroth Charleston, SC 
Michael Harold Butler Ninety Six, SC Elizabeth Ann Mount Lincoln, NE 
··Ryan Raleigh Carter Houston, TX +···Alison Heather Munn Cayce, SC 
Tracie Elizabeth Carver Seneca, SC Julia Lynn Myers Parker, CO 
+·'Tina Stephanie Christian Kathrine Elizabeth Nolan Walhalla, SC 
•Amy Sue Parker Mauldin, SC 
Stephanie Ann Parker Travelers Rest, SC 
---------- Grand Cayman, West Indies 
Dana Lynn Clevenger ______ Piedmont, SC 
+ 'Maticia Ann Cotton Hartsville, SC +'"Erica Lea Portus Lexington, SC 
Tammy Lee Crooks Pomaria, SC Jeremy Brian Powell Mt Pleasant, SC 
••James Asbury Davis Greenville, SC Matthew Gibson Prater Toccoa, GA 
+'Michael Heath Davis Columbia, SC 'David Thomas Scharett Waterloo, NY 
Stacia Renee Davis West Union, SC Michele Lynn Schoenholz Greenville, SC 
Susan Renee Fleming Macon, GA Christopher John Sellitto Simsbury, CT 
Michael A. Graham Rockville. MD Michael Thomas Shue Rock Hill, SC 
Kimberly Ann Graper Ringoes, NJ Teresa Lynn Singletary Hanahan, SC 
James Bradley Hanchey Toccoa, GA Brian Lee Sutherland Taylors, SC 
Brian Joseph Hendrix Columbia, SC Ronald Cleland Taylor, Jr. Greenville, SC 
+'"Kevin Hayes Hodge Roebuck, SC Tu Kim To Greenville, SC 
Jodi Marie Homan Brighton, Ml Vy Lan To Greenville, SC 
Bryan Allen lsgett Darlington, SC Jessica Lee Turner Columbia, SC 
Tracy Denise Kelly Greer, SC +·Daniel Stephen Wardle Ilion, NY 
Matthew Robert Kulis New Fairfield, CT Belinda Ann Warren Lyman, SC 
Eric Warren Levy Marion, SC Della Scott Whorton Clemson, SC 
Megan Bridget Masterson Myrtle Beach, SC 'Brian Dennis Wieber Fallston, MD 
Eric Lee Mathis Greer, SC Jeremy Eugene Wilkerson Six Mile, SC 
Economics 
Stacey Lee Addy-=--------- Mulberry, FL Christopher Thomas Jenkins ____ Bethel Park, PA 
'Jeffrey Jonathan Brown Salem, SC '"Henry Wayne Jones Pickens, SC 
+'"Neil Canaday Sharon, MA Kristina Michelle Price Westminster, SC 
Scott Geoffrey Hankinson Leechburg, PA Samuel Jones Price Indianapolis, IN 
Nada Lynn Hardwick Surfside Beach, SC Harry Mendel Reed Ill Orangeburg, SC 
Jason Keith Harvey Chapin, SC Bradley Howard Thompson Bedford, NH 
Flnanclal Management 
Hilary Lane Anderson, _____ ~ __ Aiken, SC 
Otto Wayne Anderson Gaithersburg, MD 
William Barry Kelley ________ Easley, SC 
David Scott King Pelzer, SC 
Courtney Allison Ayer Dunwoody, GA William Edward Layman Maltland, FL 
Gregory Alan Brown Camden, SC Graig Michael Lennox Hudson, NH 
+'"Earl Patrick Cline, Jr. Bethel Park, PA Stephanie Nicole Little Huntersville, NC 
Cameron Patrick Cobb Cheraw, SC Kirsten Regina Lohrbach Wilmington, DE 
Helen Simons Coker Charleston, SC Justin Michneil Malinchak Randolph, NJ 
Christie Marie Couch Pickens, SC 'Kristy Diane Middleton Elkton, FL 
Marvin Devon Cross Durham, NC +'Robert Shawn Mitchell Saluda, SC 
Jeffrey Brian DeRosa Bethel , CT Raymond Colin Murray Charleston, SC 
Cheri Leigh Derrick Columbia, SC Newell Aubrey Myers. Jr. Greeleyville, SC 
Billie Jo Dotson Salem, SC Susan Virginia O'Hara Emporia, VA 
Amy Noel Drexler Rockville, MD Jason Douglas Oliver Avon, CT 
Ellis Wayne Foster Charleston, WV Mandy Kay Palmer Rock Hill, SC 
Tradd Davis Gibbons Mt Pleasant , SC 
·Brian Nelson Gunter Columbia, SC 
Rebecca Marguerite Ray Charlotte, NC 
Corey Jenkins Sarvis Loris, SC 
Toni Laney Hooper Greenville, SC Thomas Marvin Sinn II Greer, SC 
+'''Jennifer Lynn Huggins Marion, SC Kelly Elizabeth Smith Spartanburg, SC 
'Hunter Wightman Hughey Greenville, SC Kelly Jean Smith Seneca, SC 
Brian Lee Humphries Saluda, SC Jenntter Kaye Stanzione Bernardsville, NJ 
Lisa Ann Hyatt Spartanburg, SC Darin McCarthy Stinnett Gainesville, GA 
Financial Management (continued) 
Alan Dale Swartzentruber _ ____ Greenwood, SC Casey Lynn Walton --------'Hopkinsville, KY 
Meredith Lynn Terrell Bishopville, SC James Steven White Dalton, GA 
Dennis Douglas Trout Chesnee, SC Daniel Raymond Wilson Simpsonville, SC 
Industrial Management 
Mark Christopher Anderson _____ Greenville, SC Steven Michael Long ________ Augusta, GA 
Perrin Britt Bogan Opelika, AL Cullen Elizabeth Munn Clemson, SC 
James Long Brodie, Jr. Columbia, SC Jeffrey Shayne Myhand Macon, GA 
Alethea D'Nae Brown Wadmalaw Island, SC William Wise Robinson IV Memphis, TN 
Henry Allen Dryden Kingsport, TN Keith Michael Warlick Taylors, SC 
Brenda Rae Harp Summerville, SC Kevin James West Taylors, SC 
Todd Andrew Logue Snellville , GA 
Management 
Eric William Alstrom _____ North Tonawanda, NY Joan Merrttt Jones ________ Piedmont, SC 
+ .. •Kristin A. Anderson Cobden, IL Trevor John Lachapelle Northbridge, MA 
Steven Shane Bagwell Pendleton, SC Scott Joseph Mastandrea Sparta, NJ 
Dylan T. Bard Charleston, SC Matthew Alexander McAlister Belton, SC 
Alicia Ruth Barnes Marietta, GA Christopher Paul Miller Anderson, SC 
Robert Thomason Barrett Fountain Inn, SC Miranda Britt Morrah Walhalla, SC 
Elizabeth Wilson Beasley Aiken, SC Kimberly Lynn Murdaugh Walterboro, SC 
Nathan Allen Beckham Travelers Rest, SC Christopher Chapman Murphey Evans, GA 
Jana Leigh Boyd Summerville , SC Michael Patrick Nardozzi Hockessin, DE 
Travis Quinn Brady Brookfield, CT Erik Nordby Oslo, Norway 
Tammy Michelle Burton Springfield, VA +•Sharon Lee Paddock lnno, SC 
Paul Anthony Caputo Essex Fells, NJ Joy Michelle Powell Walhalla, SC 
Jason Shane Cheek Westminster, SC •Jane Ellen Pressley Lowrys, SC 
Bradford Ross Cherry Portsmouth, VA Thomas Dale Pullen Pickens, SC 
'Brent Justin Coleman Augusta, GA James Edward Reeves Pickens, SC 
Anthony Edward Czech Portsmouth, RI Richard W. Remeta Oakland, NJ 
Adam Eugene Davidson Fort Lauderdale, FL Kristi Leigh Robinson Central, SC 
Kelly Jean Demas Glenmoore, PA Daniel Merrill Schmied! Mt Pleasant, SC 
+·Benjamin Collins Dyl Lincroft , NJ Lisa Nicole Shelton Spartanburg, SC 
Keisha Aminata Fails Roswell, GA John William Stevens Wilmington, DE 
Gregory Glenn Fields Greenville, SC Patrick Wright Stringer Laurens, SC 
Kevin Robert Frank Port Jefferson, NY Rochelle Thompson Joliet, IL 
Gina Shea Gantt Simpsonville, SC Taffron N. Vereen Johnsonville, SC 
Larry Sylvanius Greenlee Clemson, SC Elizabeth Nell White Charleston, SC 
Austin Oler Groves Ellicott Ctty, MO Dana Noell Williams Taylors, SC 
Christopher Charles Henzel Glen Rock, NJ "James Richard Wilson, Jr. Pickens, SC 
James Everett Hicks Ill Amelia Island, FL Trevor Thomas Wilson Charleston, SC 
Amory Leigh Jackson Newtown, PA Lok-yi Yip Columbia, SC 
Marketing 
Michael Anthony Andrews ____ Fountain Inn, SC Sara Catherine Helms _______ Columbia, SC 
Thomas Nelson Baker Blackville, SC ·wendi Chastain Higgins Greenville, SC 
Heidi Lynn Bartsch Charleston, WV Brent Edward Ingram Lakewood, CA 
Thomas Jeremy Batson Greenville , SC Kara Michelle Jones Sylvania, OH 
Jill Renee Behuniak Mclean, VA Graham Kirkland Kearse St George, SC 
'Keith Bell Binkley Fountain Inn, SC Arlene Nicole Keese Pendleton, SC 
Bruce Hilton Blanchard Harleyville, SC Jinwha Kim Dunwoody, GA 
'Melissa Lee Boggs Kingsport, TN Patrick Robert Leake Taylors, SC 
Beverly Brumbach Columbia, SC Brian Randolph Lewis lnno, SC 
Stanley Munson Buford Newberry, SC Carey Lynn Maxwell Greenville, SC 
Susan Elizabeth Burgess Spartanburg, SC Percy Orian Mead IV Charleston, SC 
Kevin Beazley Bums Summerville , SC 'Kristal Starr Moore Blacksburg, SC 
'"Brian Thomas Byrne Hatboro, PA Brian Keith Morgan Roanoke, VA 
Marlo Anne Capeletti North Augusta , SC Nicole Ida Murray Dunwoody, GA 
Brandee Denise Clark Greenville, SC 'Kelly Lynn Nemerofsky Mittord, NJ 
Kelly Ann Cumming Naples, FL Jamey Ellyn O'Brien Roanoke, VA 
Ginger Lee Dake San Diego, CA Kenneth Wesley Porter Piedmont, SC 
Louis Thomas OeMarino Ill Short Hills, NJ Justin Tyler Ross Yorktown Heights, NY 
Brian Derek Dentler Taylors, SC Dana Nicole Scott Simpsonville, SC 
Susan Elizabeth Eargle Columbia, SC Amy Leigh Sefick Clemson, SC 
Hester Leah Eichel Columbia, SC Allyson Paige Stasney Columbia, SC 
Jolie Waynne Fournier Suwanee, GA ••Ashley Shane Thornton Greenville, SC 
Roy Lee Fox Ill Branchville, SC Dorothy Elizabeth Timmerman Greenville, SC 
Channing John Fredrickson Moncure, NC Lori Kathryn Tucker Clinton, CT 
Christine Michelle Garner Charleston, SC Julie Nicole Von Kannel Louisville, KY 
Catherine Anne Garrison Anderson, SC Rebecca E. Walsh Medford, NJ 
Kristen Michelle Grubb Woodstock, GA James Levi Warner II Spartanburg, SC 
Corey Scott Hannahoe Boyertown, PA David Ray Williams, Jr. McColl, SC 
Textile Chemistry 
Jesse Edward Helvey Mauldin, SC +"Amy Selena Rawls Wagener, SC 
Stephen Eugene Mynhier Mauldin, SC James Edwin Yon Anderson, SC 
·shawn Alan Parcell Greenville, SC 
Textile Management 
Christopher Marion Dixon Lugoff, SC Jennifer Ann Miller Greenville, SC 
Jocie Elizabeth Hill Rock Hill, SC Stephanie Diane Wallace Chillicothe, OH 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Heather Dawn Adkins Simpsonville, SC ... Alison Michele O'Shields Liberty, SC 
Chesa Kristina Beckham Irmo, SC Deana Danielle Palmieri Irmo, SC 
Stacia Elizabeth Carter Chapin, SC Melissa Lorraine Pettrey Salem, SC 
Ansley Moore Coleman Columbia, SC Jennifer Rebecca Price Greenville, SC 
Angela Rhodes Hall Greenville, SC Melissa Anne Rogers Piedmont, SC 
.. Frances Dinkins James Sumter, SC Amy Adel Scott Greenwood, SC 
Eleanor Leigh Maxwell Greenville, SC Elizabeth Moye Simons Cockyesville, MD 
·cynthia Ashleigh McCoy Sumter, SC Tamara Jean Walters Orangeburg, SC 
Amy Renee McKissick Jonesville, SC Rebecca Christine Wilson Columbia, SC 
Beth Ellen Miller Anderson, SC Priscilla Ann Wynne Seneca, SC 
Garrett Nichols Norris Easley, SC 
Elementary Education 
Natalie Susan Ayers Elberton, GA Larry Brent Lollis Belton, SC 
·susan Garrett Beckham Charleston, SC "•Jennifer Brice Long Salisbury, MD 
... Melissa Kitt Best Fork, SC Maria Irene Macy Pendleton, SC 
Amy Jordan Black Easley, SC .. Rhonda Jean Manley Central, SC 
Melanie Alane Black Westminster, SC Matthew Munroe Mariner Georgetown, DE 
Ashley Marie Blanton Gaffney, SC Margaret Teresa Marriott Columbia, SC 
Stephanie Renee Bouvette Charleston, SC Marian Lea Mclaurin Dillon, SC 
•Gina Cheryl Brown Spartanburg, SC Lawynza Nataki Mills Greer, SC 
Misty April Campbell Edgefield, SC Laura Catherine Mischler Suwanee, GA 
Candis Charlet Clifton Anderson, SC ···Amy Rosche Morgan Clemson, SC 
Kimberly Ann Clyburn Camden, SC Edwina Renee Moss Seneca, SC 
Carol Anne Cochran Anderson , SC Regina Ann Murphy Easley, SC 
.. Christi Denise Cooke Charleston, SC Aubrey Brunson Murray Mt Pleasant, SC 
Rebecca Jean Cooper Greeleyville, SC .. Carla Isbell Parker Easley, SC 
·Michi Diane Corn Simpsonville, SC Kellie Dawn Patterson Anderson, SC 
.. Sunni Jean Drake Anderson, SC Heather Ann Purdy Mauldin, SC 
Erica Tiffany Driscoll Fort Mill, SC Tammy Maria Reum Columbia, SC 
·Laurie Beatrice Ellenburg Seneca, SC .. Kristen Amy Roberts Kershaw, SC 
Kimberly Marie Epps Greenville , SC Robin Leigh Roberts Anderson, SC 
·carrie Lee Evison Portland, CT Kimber Leigh Rogers Clyde, NC 
Reginald Curtis Floyd Gilbert, SC •Kathryn McDuffie Roper Gamer, NC 
•Angela Michelle Freeman Greenville, SC Robin Jennifer Roth Chattanooga, TN 
Sandy Allison Fricks Williamston, SC •Leslie Dianne Rummage Rock Hill, SC 
.. Ashley Miles Fuduric Greenville, SC Stacie Denise Shaw Anderson, SC 
Christine Michelle Gallager Charleston, SC Deborah Michelle Smtth Anderson, SC 
Richard Onley Gardner Ill Lancaster, SC Dorothy Mae Smtth Seneca, SC 
Cassandra Lynn Gavin Columbia, SC +"Heather Leigh Simmons Smith Iva, SC 
Kelly Elaine Gibson Gaffney, SC Nicole Suzanne Smith Spartanburg, SC 
Jessica Golart Springfield, VA Elizabeth Seymour Smolen Columbia, SC 
·sheri Renee Gordon Rock Hill, SC Aimee Elizabeth St. Louis Newton, MA 
•Kelleigh Elizabeth Hackle Easley, SC •Kimberly Jo Stokes Greer, SC 
Hope Daneen Hannah Greenwood, SC Theresa Dawn Swicord Summerville, SC 
·Janet Maria Hatchell Dillon, SC Shannon Claudette Tatum Greenville, SC 
Faris Elizabeth Herlong Greer, SC Melody LeeAnn Thomas Seneca, SC 
Norman Leroy Holliday Six Mile, SC Laura Gwendalyn Touard Chapin, SC 
Kimberly Florence Holloway Horseheads, NY Ansley Elizabeth Walker Anderson, SC 
Chartty Nicole Jackson Spartanburg, SC •Heather Anne Wayne Simpsonville, SC 
Ramona Elyse Johnson Beaufort, SC Michelle Hope White Seneca, SC 
Brenda Scott Kelley Anderson, SC Crystal Lynn Whitfield Greenville, SC 
•steven Robert Lammers Virginia Beach, VA Sherry Rebecca Wicklitte Anderson, SC 
Trisha Ann Leddy Middletown, NY Jennifer Erin Wilson Columbia, SC 
.. Heather Elaine Leighty Centerville , OH Wendy Laurel Wright Simpsonville, SC 
Secondary Education 
Catalina Lucy Lema Brandt _____ ~ Walhalla, SC 
Joseph Harold Broadus, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Elissa Nicole Knight Fort Mill, SC 
Romero Arena Maratea Charleston, SC 
Fatth Elizabeth Bruner Clemson, SC Candy Lynn Martin Piedmont, SC 
Barry Lane Burton Westminster, SC Jeffrey Pate Martin Pendleton, SC 
+ ... Angela Renea Chapman Liberty, SC 'Sherry Lynn Martin Anderson, SC 
'Cayce Rae Crenshaw Pendleton, SC Warren Russell Moore Seneca, SC 
Carmen Nichols Cummings Saluda, SC Timothy Michael Morrissey __ Glenwood Springs, CO 
'Alyson Tabor Darby Anderson, SC Roger Dale Nelson Laurens, SC 
.. Sheila Maria Eaddy Marion, SC Kristie Shawn Patterson Seneca, SC 
'Derek William Forrester Inman, SC Lisa Ann Ricci Middlebury, CT 
Jess Keith Fortune Mauldin, SC Shawn Neatrice Rivers Anderson, SC 
Brian Ketth Franklin Laurens, SC Julie Carol Walters Anderson, SC 
... Chad Anthony Galloway Piedmont, SC Jill Marie Wotte Spartanburg, SC 
Dana Leigh Gosnell Spartanburg, SC Jeffrey Alan Woodall Due West, SC 
'Chere Jenkins Haley West Columbia, SC Maureen Patricia Wynne Gainesville, FL 
Special Education 
'Valerie Gail Ashe _______ Spartanburg, SC .. Robin Edwards Fish -------- Easley, SC 
Gina Renee Bailey Enoree, SC Johnney Leigh Gardner Wantage, NJ 
'Sarah Beth Bailey Easley, SC +'Terri Renee Hall McConnells, SC 
Elizabeth Lincoln Bradley La Grange, GA .. Margaret Alyson Mclaurin Dillon, SC 
Carol Lynn Buttner West Palm Beach, FL 'Sandra Michelle Nichols Greenville, SC 
Debra Lynn Caulder Columbia, SC 'Gail Robin Obenour East Greenwich, RI 
·Alva Jeanell Clemons Bradenton, FL Katina Kyle Powell Greenville, SC 
Julie Anna Elliott Anderson, SC Jennifer Steyh Wayne, NJ 
Chryssa DeAnne Ellis Clemson, SC Kelli Marie Thompson Marion, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Secondary Education and History 
Dave Harper Whittington ___ Clemson, SC 
Secondary Education and Political Science 
Alexis Natasha Stackhouse ___ Nichols, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Graphic Communications 
William Kevin Bronson _______ Camden, SC Amy Kathleen O'Brien ------.,,,-,.-,-Cranbury, NJ 
Stacey Leigh Dunstan Middletown, NJ Cory Joseph Prado Surlside Beach, SC 
John Anthony Edgemon Bamberg, SC Tad Stephen Prado Surlside Beach, SC 
Dawn Michelle Lombardi Waretown, NJ Blake Harlan Shaver Mt Pleasant, SC 
Laura Elizabeth Maner Rockingham, NC Sean Colin Sweeny Solvang, CA 
Edith Ann Nodine Clemson, SC 
Industrial Education 
'LaMarr Quarles Brooks _______ Central, SC 
Matthew Gordon Bulman Roebuck, SC 
Keven Lee Hyatt---,----,-.,.-------- Chester, SC 
Bradley Carrington Lorbach Taylors, SC 
Christopher F. Clancy Cranford, NJ Daniel Thomas McConnell Georgetown, SC 
William Dennis Ely, Jr. Ridge Spring, SC Anthony Tyrone Simpson Rock Hill, SC 
'Wayne Edmond Goodman Greenville, SC Lavingston Charles Taylor Clearwater, FL 
'Sumner Franklin Huckaby Lyman, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
'Dena Anderson __________ Laurel, MD Scott Jason Graves _______ Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jonathan Browne Columbia, MD Gabriel Limon Liberty, SC 
·nna Marie Carroll Florence, SC Matthew Thomas Martin, Jr. Forked River, NJ 
Stephanie Darlene Cooley Pelzer, SC Brenda Lee Morris Fort Mill, SC 
Tammy Shea Crain Westminster, SC Melissa Chantel Robinson Winnsboro, SC 
+ .. Robert Michael Floyd Hartwell, GA 
Science Teaching 
Rebecca Jean Bizzell ________ Norway, SC Marjorie Sheryll Middleton Columbia, SC 
James Lex Byars Ill Lyman, SC Greg William Mueller Fords, NJ 
'Elizabeth Marie Cooley Williston, SC Christopher Brian Rhoades ___ North Augusta, SC 
Rebecca Jane Csordas Lexington, SC + .. Rebecca Mae Richardson Columbia, SC 
Teena Marie Foy Landrum, SC Mary Louise Schwegler Leesville, SC 
Derrick Lamont James Norway, SC Madeline Melissa Smith Ninety Six, SC 
Rebecca Lynn Mccants Charleston, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
John Thomas Elder lll _______ Jamestown, NC Richard Blake Reid, _________ Six Mile, SC 
Bonnie Marie Hilton Jamestown, NC Mary Ofelia Bernas Romano Charleston, SC 
Brian Stephen Martin Charleston, SC Hugh Caston Wall Bishopville, SC 
Ceramic Engineering 
Kevin Cato Ammons ______ Spartanburg, SC Shernitta La-Chun Lindsay ______ Rock Hill, SC 
Sheila Rae Anderson Jackson, Ml Robert Hugh Lowery Richmond, VA 
Scott Edwin Barton West Columbia, SC Kevin Dalton Mackey Charleston, SC 
Aman Hameed Bharde Greenville, SC Victoria Irene Packer Barnwell, SC 
George Edward Bingham Etowah, NC Melvina Yvette Sumter Columbia, SC 
Richia LaWanda Edwards Charleston, SC Charles Madison Syracuse Easley, SC 
Michael Quade Flanders Charleston, SC .. Stacey Lynn Taylor Greensboro, NC 
Jeffrey Scott Goessel Marlton, NJ Michael Warren Webb Columbia, SC 
+··Mark Daniel Grush Raleigh, NC Kilby Brett Williamson Greenville, SC 
Michael Christopher Holmes Spartanburg, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Sarmad Saleem Ansari ______ Karachi, Pakistan Jennifer Ann Merwarth _______ Gambrills, MD 
+·Evan Thomas Basalik Plymouth, MA 'Greggory Harold Miller Gilbert, SC 
Amanda Still Breland Blackville, SC David Michael Moody Hendersonville, NC 
David Scott Carmichael Clemson, SC Shana Darby Neidlinger Spartanburg, SC 
'Melissa Lynne Carter Newberry, SC Steward William O'Rear Ill Aiken, SC 
Jerry Gregory Cooper Walhalla, SC ·Patrick Lee Owen Balsam Grove, NC 
James Daniel Cover Ill Greenville, SC +'Thomas Brian Powell Chesnee, SC 
"Bryan Wayne Davenport Newberry, SC .. James Will Prior Beech Island, SC 
Kevin Scott Gersch Toledo, OH •George Edward Serad Charlotte, NC 
•William Kenneth Godsey Greenville, SC David Joseph Shupe Lansing, NC 
Brian Douglas Hamel Rock Hill, SC Matthew Joseph Sigmon Fort Mill, SC 
+ .. Norwood Brent Hamilton Summerville, SC Harry Zachary Silsby Houston, TX 
+•Steven Arthur Hammer Orlando, FL Christopher Glenn Sorrell Williston, SC 
·Hugh Williams Hillhouse Kingsport, TN Joseph Christopher Stanfill Isle of Palms, SC 
Mark David Jackson Fort Mill, SC Mark Sullivan Starr, SC 
Joseph Andrew Jones Spartanburg, SC Bryan Eric Summers Sumter, SC 
James Kennith Kirkley, Jr. Jefferson, SC Allen Hilton White Mt Pleasant, SC 
Scott Richard Knipple Simpsonville, SC Matthew Walter Wike Depew, NY 
Robert Franklin Matthews, Jr. Rock Hill , SC ... Robert Elmore Williamson, Jr. Clemson, SC 
Harold Godfrey McCord, Jr. Greenville, SC 'Silas Yick-On Wong Clemson, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Chad Eric Amick Prosperity , SC Timothy Eugene Huskey Chesnee, SC 
Joseph Todd Bayles Camden, SC Christopher Michael Larocca St James, NY 
Jason Joseph Bryant Hilton Head Island, SC Edgar Lewis Littleton 111 Pickens, SC 
••Elizabeth Anne Burrington Charleslon, SC +•Gina Suzanne Martin Gainesville, GA 
Jeffrey Hamillon Caldwell Belton, SC Steven Todd Matz Central, SC 
Terry Levon Carmichael Lake View, SC Dannis Shane McCall Anderson, SC 
Eileen Elizabeth Charron ___ Colorado Springs, CO Jeffrey Michael Miller Myrtle Beach, SC 
Ryan Scott Conover Marietta, GA Adam Mathew Nowocin Culpeper, VA 
+· .. Anne Doty Cope Winter Haven, FL Michael E. Odom Greenville, SC 
Matthew Barnabas Copple Whalley, England Michael Laurence Oros Bordentown, NJ 
Michael Keith Crenshaw Seneca, SC +• .. Scott Michael Palotta Clemmons, NC 
Steven Clark Dover Spartanburg, SC Ashish Kantilal Patel Beaufort, SC 
Kent Michael Edler Eagle Beach, CA Jon Robert Patrick Rock Hill, SC 
Eric Kendall Elles Winston-Salem, NC +•Travis Mitchell Patrick Summerville, SC 
Shawn Corey Epps Kingstree, SC Claire Noelle Penton Columbia, SC 
Christopher Allen Ericksen Oakhurst, NJ •Alan Brian Pope Piedmont, SC 
Heather L. Ford Greer, SC Norman Frederick Pulliam, Jr. ___ Spartanburg, SC 
•John Eric Fulda Camden, SC Michael Shaun Randall Edgefield, SC 
Britton Welch Gentry Columbia, SC .. Gregory Keith Righter Hanahan, SC 
Michael Hadyn Gray Charlotte, NC Guy David Rister Chapin, SC 
Marty Ashe! Gunler Summerville , SC ··wanda Hightower Roach Westminster, SC 
Philip Armstrong Harper Andrews, SC Beverly Hester Scott II Williamsburg, VA 
Robert Joe Harris, Jr. Fort Mill, SC Glenn Andrew Smith Anderson, SC 
'Clay Matthew Helms Spartanburg, SC Matthew Kenneth Smith Bamberg, SC 
Wendy Marie Hicks Myrtle Beach, SC Christopher Ryan Stacy Asheville, NC 
William Derrick Hiott Williamston, SC Bobby Wayne Stanfill Greenwood, SC 
Barry Wayne Holoombe Anderson, SC Kathleen Marie Sulzen Barnwell, SC 
Clvll Engineering (continued) 
Jeffrey Scott Terry _________ Seneca, SC .. Stephen Alexander Walter Columbia, SC 
Cynthia Jane Torbik Vienna, VA James David Weaver, Jr. Virginia Beach, VA 
•Joseph Engrim Tucker Ill Darlington, SC •Thomas Joseph Wheat Dekalb, IL 
Denise Elizabeth Turner Fort Mill, SC •Brandon Lide Wiggins _ _ _ North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Computer Engineering 
.. Melissa Taryn Munn-,- -----~Dalton, GA 
David Malcomb Nolton, Jr. Charlotte, NC 
David Edward Doughty _______ Easley, SC 
·steven Lynn Drew Conway, SC 
William Clifton Duffey Birmingham, AL Christopher J. Pappas Easley, SC 
Michelle TaShara Eikner Columbia, SC ... Eric Kendall Patterson Beaufort, SC 
Christopher Chartes Gatch Beaufort , SC +• .. Keith Douglas Underwood Chesnee, SC 
... Kevin Michael Gunn Woodbury, TN ... Stephen Ross Wood Hawkins, TX 
Robert Lee Hicks, Jr. Starr, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
William Thomas Anniss Ill ______ Greenville, SC William Schwiers Lockhart, Jr. ___ Timmonsville, SC 
•Brian Ketth Barron Greenville, SC •Joseph Marquardt Cutchogue, NY 
Johnny Antonio Bofilios Myrtle Beach,' SC •Thaer Ismael Mashayekh Atlanta, GA 
•Kristi Kay Boland Ltttle Mountain, SC Kimberely Sherone McFadden Florence, SC 
James Bennett Case Clearwater, FL Gregory Scott McTaggart Seneca, SC 
Lester Dwine Childs Ward, SC Karl Anthony Moody Columbia, SC 
Barbara Allison Coker Greer, SC + .. Frank Anthony Pisano Ill Clifton Park, NY 
Michael Todd Eaton Jacksonville, FL ... John Owen Poole Clemson, SC 
Scott Andrew Everett Britton's Neck, SC Michael David Prevallet Simpsonville, SC 
Alissa Michelle Goldson Sumter, SC Andrea Leigh Rhodes Mooresville, NC 
Brian James Hadsock Cayce, SC +· .. Shawn David Rogers Lexing1on, SC 
Louis George Hapeshis Ill Kingstree , SC Ted William Stokes Aiken, SC 
Michael Everette Harrington Kingstree, SC +· .. Brian Colin Timberlake New Orleans, LA 
David Emil Huff Delbarton, WV Travis Scott Vickrey Myrtle Beach, SC 
... Robert Stephen Hughes Fountain Inn, SC •Benjamin Mathew Ward Seneca, SC 
Todd Ellison Hughes Greenwood, SC Luke Smith White Spartanburg, SC 
Scott Keith Jackson Vancleave, MS Robin Bruce Younkman Spartanburg, SC 
Ta~red Franklin King , Jr. Liberty, SC .. Wen Zhang Beijing, China 
Engineering Analysis 
Erica Lynn Benjamin _______ Columbia, SC Bryan Ashley Wensloff ________ Roswell, GA 
Tttus Pierre Gibbs Pamplico, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Michael Wilmont Adams ______ Columbia, SC 
David Brian Anderson Columbia, SC 
Bryan William Malone ------~- Atlanta, GA 
·Roger Hucks McClary Georgetown, SC 
Radha Ashok Bhambhani Myrtle Beach, SC Thomas Neil McDonald Scranton, SC 
Micah Paul Bosico Anderson, SC ·Robert Mark McKinney McCormick, SC 
Allison Shannon Boyce Darlington, SC •••Jason Nathanael Metzger Flanders, NY 
Tamara Lynn Burel Ware Shoals, SC Kyle Patrick Newsome Union Ctty, GA 
Alan Rufus Cribb Darlington, SC Teruo Ogawa Central, SC 
Teresa Danielle Dye Anderson, SC •nania Babetta Pickett Atlanta, GA 
Bruce Wayne Edwards Johnston, SC Kevin Erick Sanders Summerville, SC 
Kerri Leigh Freeman Hightstown, NJ Ronnie Shuler, Jr. Bowman, SC 
•Erin Boyd Goddard Kingstree, SC Ronny Solikin Norcross, GA 
James Artemus Goodwin Birmingham, AL + .. Clay Trippi Naples, NY 
Michael Wayne Heintz Lancaster, SC Richard Allen Wholey, Jr. Las Vegas, NV 
Jennifer Mary Kirstein Lilburn, GA Catonya DeMetrice Williams Anderson, SC 
Ryan Christopher Laforge Clemson, SC Randy Dale Woody Central , SC 
Indira Sinye Lawson Tuscaloosa, AL 
Mechanical Engineering 
+ .. •Ryan Scott Allred ____ __ Orange Park, FL Grant Christiaan Gongloff ______ Ankara, Turkey 
Dale Martin Andrews Greenville, SC Ziad Joseph Haddad Charleston, SC 
+ .. Phillip Andrew Berger Bloomsburg, PA Terry Joel Harrison Easley, SC 
lrfanullah Hameed Bharde Greer, SC Christopher David McHale Hart Sarasota, FL 
Brett Tyler Bollacker Lex ington, SC David Wayne Haselden, Jr. Elgin, SC 
+ .. Robert Alan Brittingham North Vernon, IN William Gregory Hewitt Greer, SC 
•Kirk Thomas Brown West Chester, PA Mark Steven Huggins Summerville, SC 
James William Bryan Clemson, SC Arthur Benjamin Hughes Greenwood, SC 
William Eugene Crocker Newberry, SC ·Paul David Johnson Amherst, NY 
Charity Abstance Daniels Denmark, SC George Kakaras Greer, SC 
Gregory Archer Dawes Newburgh, NY Kenneth Craig Kaser, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Vishal Mahendra Desai Greenwood, SC ... Michael David Kern Greensboro, NC 
•scott Robert Dobson Seneca, SC .. Michael Saladino Laguttan Jacksonville, FL 
Staci J'Vonne Duncan Mt Pleasant, SC Luke Edward Langner Greenville, SC 
Stephen Elliott Gibson Columbia, SC Stephen Christopher Lawson Clemson, SC 
Eric Grove Glass Simpsonville, SC Carol Jean McCain North Augusta, SC 
Psychology (continued) 
Kerryn Louise Stoll ____ ____ Montvale, NJ Phillip Grier Thomas, Jr. _____ Georgetown, SC 
LaShawn Lanea Strange Kingstree , SC 
Socio logy 
'Tara Lynn Bean ~------ West Chester, PA Anthony DaWayne Mccrorey - ---=- Rock Hill, SC 
Brian Anthony Clark Aiken, .SC Michael Douglas O.Vens Pendleton, SC 
Miriam Ayama Cook Columbia, SC +"Jodie Heather Phillips Towaco, NJ 
Claudia Margaret Daly Oradell, NJ Kimberly Melissa Poole Seneca, SC 
'Shawn Marie Evans Crestwood, KY Monique Felicia Simmons Ridgeville, SC 
Lisa Ann Firullo Westville, NJ "Susanne Kathleen Stevens Natick, MA 
Zena Sharesa Hamilton North Charleston, SC •Anna Hinton Thomas Greer, SC 
Daniele Lee Harrelson Sumter, SC Gary Shane Walker Walterboro, SC 
Speech and Communication Studies 
Gina Lynn Brown_~-~~---- Moonville, SC 'Lisa Beth Kaminski_~------~Marietta, GA 
Jennifer Langston Campbell Taylors, SC Paige Mered~h Kennedy Greenville, SC 
"Bethany Paige Crandell San Antonio, TX Nancy Katheryne Maxwell Jonesboro, GA 
Ashley Rosemary Creech Greenville, SC Jennifer Lee O'Neill Lexington, SC 
"Marcia Diane Dutt Sterling Heights, Ml Frank Edward Salazar Las Vegas, NV 
Elizabeth Reid Garrison Anderson, SC Jenntter Anne Simcik Hilton Head Island, SC 
Joelle Marie Girone Columbia, SC Lisa Christine Trescot Spring Grove, PA 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
English and History 
Joe Henry Branton, Jr. ___ Summerville, SC 
English and Sociology 
Karen Lynn Possessky ___ Pittsburgh, PA 
Political Science and Psychology 
Gwendolyn Faye McAllister __ Lake City, SC 
Psychology and Sociology 
Angela Celeste Borras _____ Murfreesboro, TN Stephen Gabriel Prosser ______ Camden, SC 
Psychology and Speech and Communication Studies 
Jayne Ailey Cathcart. ________ Chapin, SC Cristin Nicole Farrar _ _ ______ Frederick, MD 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health 
Laura Marie Bagwell ______ ~~_Fort Mill, SC 
Robert Hall Bailey Myrtle Beach, SC 
'Shannon Ashley Banks Columbia, SC 
'Arthur Luther Bonnett IV Rowesville, SC 
Susan Hollie Bryant Seneca, SC 
April Marie Busby Newberry, SC 
Alicia Claudine Clanton Charleston, SC 
Jennifer Ellen Clarke Clemson, SC 
Nanci Jill Elliott Anderson, SC 
Kyle Deane Franklin Charleston, SC 
Lori Elaine Gregory Inman, SC 
Clint David Jodie Lexington, SC 
"Michael Alan Kauffman Scio, OR 
Leslie Jeannette Laird Morris, IL 
Noel Amanda Maier Barrington, NH 
Science 
Brendan Keith Marcou Mauldin, SC 
'Donna Michele Marler Simpsonville, SC 
Krista Jean Marotti Wanaque, NJ 
'Mallory Brook McGee Orangeburg, SC 
Shannon Tara McGray Kissimmee, FL 
Margaret Leanne Melton Fort Mill, SC 
'Monica Katherine Muraco Turnersville, NJ 
•Angela Carol Player Columbia, SC 
'Amy Denton Robertson Camden, SC 
Elizabeth Anne Roth Charlotte, NC 
DeeAnn Michelle Townsend ___ Simpsonville, SC 
Jennifer Bay Van Ness Charleston, SC 
Christopher Jake Watson __ North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Karen Michelle Williams Brittan's Neck, SC 
Michelle Claire Wise Charleston, SC 
Nursing 
Amy Elizabeth Armbruster -----~Norcross , GA Christi Marie Cape ________ Anderson, SC 
+'Michelle Jane Arnold Ridgeland, SC Carmen Leslie Carnes Pageland, SC 
.. Deborah Lockhart Bailey Timmonsville, SC John Christopher Champion Lancaster, SC 
Angela Myers Boggs Six Mile, SC Carrie Lynn Christie Simpsonville, SC 
Allison Leigh Bolin Easley, SC Sarah Elizabeth Cosby Columbia, SC 
Kathryn Louise Bridges Summerville, SC 'Tammy Lynn Crawford Anderson, SC 
Tracy Renee Brock Abbeville , SC Beth Kern Demos Greenville, SC 
"'Heather Kathleen Bryan Clinton, SC "Laurie Danielle Domis Irmo, SC 
'"Donna Davis Burroughs Williamston, SC 'Julie Ann Dunlap Greenville, SC 
'Hattie Lee Mixon Burton Anderson, SC Angela Michelle Eubanks Belton, SC 
Nursing (continued) 
Charles Egbert Flowers Pensacola, FL ... Sharon Powell Parnell Belton, SC 
James Jarrod Goforth Seneca, SC Alice Renee Price Seneca, SC 
Kimberly Ruth Haskins Anderson, SC JennHer Dawn Psaltis Huntington, NY 
.. Mary Beth Hendricks Central, SC Shannon Smtth Ray Mt Airy, NC 
Christopher Howard Hendrix Greenville, SC Mary Katherine Reeves Spartanburg, SC 
Shelley Darnell Heuer Dunwoody, GA 'Rebecca Lisa Rudmik ___ lndian Harbour Beach, FL 
Donna Yvonne Holloway Pickens, SC Gregory Broughton Sanders Hartwell, GA 
Jacqueline Theresa Houston Columbia, SC Lori Lynn Saxon Greenville, SC 
Vanessa Howell Cross, SC Misty Dawn Sebok Swansea, SC 
•Kelly Elizabeth Huff Eutawville, SC Catherine Ann Smith Anderson, SC 
Karen Ann Irby Piedmont, SC Dana Lenore Smith Swansea, SC 
Mary Shannon Jeffords Hartsville, SC .. Vickie Bannister Stone Belton, SC 
Frances Allyson Larson Ridgewood, NJ PMer Mars Suber Whttmire, SC 
Tina Rene League Simpsonville, SC Kimberly Leigh Sutt North Augusta, SC 
Angie Fay Lewis Abbeville, SC Audrey Leigh Swann Greenville, SC 
Mary Hellen Baird Lezan Greenville, SC 'Nicole Fabico Vales New Providence, NJ 
Oly Ernest Lombard Mountain Rest, SC Pamela Carol Vaughn Anderson, SC 
Judy Hollis Looper Easley, SC .. Wanda Taylor Waldo Salem, SC 
•Leslee Rene Lowder Simpsonville, SC +"Stacey Rebecca Wall Tucson, AZ. 
Tamara Jean Mason Melville, NY Etta Denise Webb Atlanta, GA 
+''Kristen Masslofsky Burke, VA Yolanda Christina Wennink Rock Hill, SC 
Mary Brandon McClintock Blacksburg, VA •Judy Nelson Wester Greenville, SC 
Mary Jane McMahan Seneca, SC Nikiki Lynn Williams Columbia, SC 
Ashlie Caroline McMakin Lyman, SC Tonia Michelle Worley Fair Play, SC 
Michele Morris Milam Greenville, SC •Jennifer Grant Young Columbia, SC 
Tracy Lee Moore Piedmont, SC Joan Cadwallader Zangas Simpsonville, SC 
'Sandra Sonia Munaco ____ Hilton Head Island, SC Mary Campbell Zehmer Alexandria, VA 
Cynthia Anne Murphy Woodbury Heights, NJ John Bural Zeigler Travelers Rest, SC 
Debra Lynn Neel Newberry, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Blologlcal Sciences 
Jon August Mouzon -~--- Moncks Corner, SC 
Catherine Riley Newcomb Newark, DE 
Nell Crippen Autrey Columbia, SC 
Sadika Marie Baladi North Augusta, SC 
JennHer Colleen Gallagher _ _ _ Moncks Corner, SC Jason Lee Wheeler Fort Myers, FL 
Cynthia Lee Landis Onancock, VA 
Chemistry 
Alyson Paige Cockrell Batesburg, SC 
Computer Science 
'Ryan Reed Hauck. _ _______ Florence, SC Robert Daniel Walling ______ Orangeburg, SC 
'"Caroline Melanie Page Seneca, SC 
Geology 
'"Sheri Lyn Mazur _____ Clemson, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
' Jennette Lynn Bottensek Pickens, SC "John Matteson Pascal ______ Greenville, SC 
Natalie Jean Causby Charleston, SC Alan Johnstone Paysinger, Jr. Newberry, SC 
Robert Arthur Cullom Florence, SC Anthony Winston Russell Walterboro, SC 
'Karen Abo Decena Goose Creek, SC Eric Marc Smtth Seneca, SC 
Kyle Jay Farnsworth Charlestown, NH Lisa Deanne Stanley Greenville, SC 
"'Ronald Edward Glenn, Jr. Greenville, SC Huy Dinh Tran Greenville, SC 
"Sarah Michele Gumphrey ____ Virginia Beach, VA "Billie Dee Zody Nashville, IN 
+"Richard Allen McDowell Spartanburg, SC 
Biological Sciences 
•Lori Adrienne Alexander Westminster, SC Marion Aaron Jefferson _______ Sumter, SC 
Gregory Eugene Allen Georgetown, SC Audrey Saint Germain Jones Charleston, SC 
Nidal Fuad Baba Humble, TX Warren Howard May Ill Charleston, SC 
Shawne Colleen Better Rochester Hills, MI •William Boyd Mayer, Jr. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Brian Lee Biehl Columbia, SC Stephen Charles Nelson Parkersburg, WV 
·Janet Marie Bouknight Irmo, SC Michael Warren Nielsen Gatthersburg, MD 
.. William Scott Brown Seneca, SC Anna Katherine Ogburn Mooresville, NC 
Montague Williams Busbee Aiken, SC .. Nicole Michelle Osborne Taylors, SC 
Mark Joseph Clair Charleston, SC Melissa Lynn Parker Florence, SC 
.. Brandi Leigh Coleman ___ Hilton Head Island, SC Tammi Suzanne Pearse Fort Mill, SC 
Ben Seth Day Pickens, SC •David Matthew Pryputniewicz Bristol, TN 
•Jacqueline Renee DeLoache _ __ Woodbridge, VA Terica LaShann Reese Columbia, SC 
Holli Jo Dennis Columbia, SC Philip Andrew Rollins Charleston, SC 
James Nixon Dobey Ill Seneca, SC Matthew Robert Sarkisian Westboro, MA 
.. Denise Marie Dobrzynski East Greenwich, RI Suzanne Christine Savin Rochester Hills, MI 
Bryan Neil Elmore Sumter, SC Dawn Marie Sharples Myrtle Beach, SC 
Karen Jade Flanders Aiken, SC Christina Lee Sias Clemson, SC 
+· .. Margaret Elise Frank Florence, SC Holly Anne Stanis Bethel, CT 
Alan Richard Furness North Augusta, SC ·catherine Anna Vermes Delaware, OH 
·Julie Elizabeth Gelin Inverness, FL Angela Williams Marion, SC 
Hugh Robert Graham Ladson, SC Rondrick Eshon Williamson Mullins, SC 
.. Arpita Gupta Clifton, VA Michael Christopher Wilson Honea Path, SC 
··Alyson Padgett Hartkopf Edgefield, SC •Rebecca Amelia Woodbury Wilmington, DE 
Sara Aline Huston Austin, TX Christina Elizabeth Zattz Beaufort, SC 
Chemistry 
... Benjamin Caligan Brooks ____ ~~Seneca , SC Bradley C. Knippel~ _______ Green Bay, WI 
Trudy Lee Creasy Greenville, SC Kimberli Dennise Lollis Greenville, SC 
... Stephanie Anne Davis Clearwater, FL ... Luke Carlton Peters Commerce, GA 
Peter John Delorme Anderson, SC .. Russell Mickle Reeves Lexington, SC 
.. Cindy Ann Ehrlich Milford, MA + .. Billie Dee Zody Nashville, IN 
Christopher Michael Flanders Charleston, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Michael Joseph Emory ___ ___ Spartanburg, SC Stephen Douglas Martin. _ _ ______ .Moore, SC 
""John Boyden Fogle Ill Spartanburg, SC Shawn David McAlhany Lilburn, GA 
Marc Antonio Hogan Anderson, SC Derek Patrick Padden Springfield, VA 
Jeff Langdon Howard North Palm Beach, FL Eric Michael Sanchez Westmont, NJ 
John Wilson Johnson Ill Hampton, SC Melissa Evelyn Sheriff Easley, SC 
Jason Shane King Belton, SC ... Christiane Davis Sneed Fountain Inn, SC 
Robert Lowell Leopold Charleston, SC "Dellena Nicole Wyman Yemassee, SC 
Computer 
Steven Dewttt Ayers --------~ Greer, SC 
Nadeen Joyce Bair Snellville, GA 
Travis Wade Bruns Porter, TX 
James Forest Byars Clearwater, SC 
Jason William Cash Gaffney, SC 
David Michael Decarlo Baton Rouge, LA 
Jason Gabrels Gale Scobey, MT 
Science 
Michael James Harper Ladson, SC 
Daryl Craig Huckabee Bethune, SC 
Christopher Hazel Lawrence Ill ___ Summerville, SC 
Edward William Peal Ridgeville , SC 
·Jason Carl Rendel Coral Springs, FL 
Jason Robert Watts Easley, SC 
Geology 
Jason Everett Shiflet Anderson, SC 
Mathematica I Sciences 
+ .. Jennifer Jayne Adams _____ Spartanburg, SC Douglas Edward Lawrence Hawthorne, FL 
"Ollie Jason Balser Ninety Six, SC Terri Anne Pizzutelli West Palm Beach, FL 
Shanaa Lenell Blanding St Stephen, SC ... William Harrington Richardson Ill ___ Marion, SC 
John Freeman Hooker Ill Columbia, SC ... Dawn Carolyn Robertson Laurens, SC 
""Nicole Jean Kiermaier McKinney, TX ·Laura Anne Seay Inman, SC 
Medical Technology 
Darryl Levon McBride Dillon, SC 
Microbiology 
+ .. Misti-Lee Melville Ault ______ Roseville, CA Yolanda Renee Martin _______ Columbia, SC 
Dina Annette Austin Liberty, SC Darryl Levon McBride Dillon, SC 
+ .. Kimberly Ellen Caraway Lancaster, SC ·Jane Michelle Smith Greenwood, SC 
Janice Elaine Durden Charleston, SC ·Jeffery Craig Summers Anchorage, AK 
Kimberly Elaine Elliott Hemingway, SC Roberta Lee Taylor Belton, SC 
Yolanda Michelle Harrison Greenville, SC Scheen Keith Thurmond Westminster, SC 
Daniel Wade Lehmann Mauldin, SC Darrell L. Williams Marion, SC 
Steven James Lewis New Carlisle, IN 
Physics 
+'Robert Keith Brosnan Clemson, SC +'Kelly Terrell Johnson -----~Greenville , SC 
+"Nicholas Michael Dechman ___ Gainesville, VA Kirsten Sarah Reilly Shreveport, LA 
"Matthew Jamison Harris Spartanburg, SC +"Lee Roy Sims Ill Central, SC 
Danita Ann Hill Greenville, SC Travis Lynn Tinker Florence, SC 
Pre-Professional Studies 
'Tracy Elaine Campbel.I _______ Greenville, SC James Arthur Hill, Jr. _______ Greenville, SC 
'Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
"Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
'"Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
+Senior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better in the six to twelve credits of 
honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department. They have maintained a minimum 
GPA overall of 3.40. They appear in the line of march with an honors medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. 
Awards 
NORRIS MEDAL 
First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the 
terms of the will of the Honorable D. K. Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal is 
given each year to the graduating student who , on the basis of exceptional scholastic 
achievement and leadership ability , is judged by the University Scholarships and Awards 
Committee to be the best all-around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted at 
the front entrance of Sikes Hall. 
RECIPIENT OF THE NORRIS MEDAL FOR 1995 
KRISTIN A. ANDERSON 
Cobden, IL 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of 
Clemson University to the member of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic 
achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the bachelor's 
degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at 
least 75 percent of the work required for graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FOR 1995 
KRISTIN A. ANDERSON 
Cobden, IL 
MELISSA KITI BEST 
Fork, SC 
JENNIFER LYNN HUGGINS 
Marion, SC 
JENNIFER BRICE LONG 
Salisbury, MD 
SHAWN DAVID ROGERS 
Lexington, SC 
KEITH DOUGLAS UNDERWOOD 
Chesnee, SC 
CLINT SIMMONS WILKINS 
Blacksburg, SC 
ROBERT ELMORE WILLIAMSON, JR. 
Clemson , SC 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished 
achievements in classroom teaching . The faculty recipient is selected by the Student 
Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque is presented 
permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of fifteen hundred 
dollars. 
RECIPIENT OF THE ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD FOR 1995 
DR. JOSEPH A. MARTINI 
HONORS MEDALLION 
Each graduate having earned Senior Departmental Honors will be wearing the Calhoun 
College Honors Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This medallion has been made 
possible by an Honors endowment established by Mrs. Katherine Inabinet Vickery of 
Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the 
late B. C. Inabinet. 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life 
of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific 
agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affairs to Belgium, 1844-
1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington 
(1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, 
chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in the 
founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, his 
leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson 
University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as a 
national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has 
ten major academic units. These are the College of Agricultural Sciences, the 
College of Architecture, the College of Commerce and Industry, the College of 
Education, the College of Engineering, the College of Forest and Recreation 
Resources, the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Nursing, the College of 
Sciences, and the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the National 
Architectural Accrediting Board, National League for Nursing, Society of 
American Foresters, American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, 
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, and National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is also 
heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the work of 
agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each of the 
State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Note: Candidates appearing in this program are not certified grad-
uates. Likewise, academic honor designations are based upon per-
formance prior to final grades. Both certification of graduation and 
honor designations must come from the Registrar of the University. 
******** 
First Aid A First Aid Station is located at Portal 0. 
Evacuation System Littleiohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm 
evacuation system. In the event of activation, as noted by sustained 
horns and strobe lights, please proceed to the closest available exit. 
Remain outside the building until fire officials deem the building safe 
to re-enter. 
No Smoking Smoking is prohibited in the seating area of Littlejohn 
Coliseum. Cigarette receptacles are provided around the outer con-
course. 
